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Abstract

The idea behind concentrating photovoltaics (CPV) is straightforward: con-
centrate the sunlight onto a small solar cell in order to shift largest part of
the system cost from the semiconductor to the balance of system compo-
nents. CPV systems designed for high concentration factors use solar cells
with the highest achieved efficiency, which are the triple-junction (3J) ones.
The rapid growth of flat panels PV market during last years attracted the
world attention to photovoltaic technologies, particularly for the achieve-
ment of the grid-parity goal. In the meanwhile CPV technology attracted
researchers and investors particularly for the introduction in the PV market
of high efficiency triple-junction solar cells designed for terrestrial applica-
tions. An accurate design of CPV system, pushed by a growth of the CPV
market, can make CPV technology competitive in the near future. This
PhD work is integrated into this research and market scenarios.

The main goal of this work is to design a nonimaging optics for CPV
technology. Starting from a constraint analysis of the problem some initial
choices are made. This first step is also the most important one, because it
needs a deep knowledge of the technologies involved, from the mechanical
tolerances to the production costs. At this level a key choice is the main
optical element, which in this work is a polycarbonate substrate that is then
aluminized. This choice was made basically to take advantage of injection
molding technology know-how, particularly for automotive lighting applica-
tion. After these initial choices a workflow is adopted for the subsequent
design of the optical scheme, the tolerance analysis and the manufacturing
process, analyzing carefully in particular the realization of the primary op-
tical element. For this purpose a dedicated experiment was performed in
order to optimize its injection molding process. The work concludes with
an outdoor test of the first prototype manufactured and with a comparison
of its performances with the electrical distributed model developed.

All the activity presented were supported by Polo Fotovoltaico Veneto
and Centro Studi e Ricerche E.Fermi of Rome. The outdoor measure-
ments on the experimental installations were performed within the Lab-
oratori Nazionali di Legnaro (LNL-INFN), while the experiment designed
around the injection mold was performed within the company Unica Srl in
Conegliano Veneto, Treviso.

.
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Riassunto

L’idea alla base del fotovoltaico a concentrazione (CPV) è molto semplice:
concentrare la radiazione solare su piccole celle fotovoltaiche allo scopo di
ridurre il costo del semiconduttore impiegato verso gli altri componenti cos-
tituenti il sistema fotovoltaico. I sistemi CPV progettati per alte concen-
trazioni utilizzano celle solari che attualmente risultano le più efficienti mai
realizzate, le celle fotovoltaiche a tripla giunzione (3J). La rapida crescita del
mercato del fotovoltaico (PV) piano avvenuta negli ultimi anni ha destato
l’attenzione di tutto il mondo nei confronti di questa tecnologia, in par-
ticolar modo grazie al raggiungimento della grid-parity. Nel frattempo la
tecnologia CPV ha richiamato ricercatori ed investitori, attirati in partico-
lare dall’introduzione sul mercato delle celle solari a tripla giunzione per
applicazioni terrestri. Una progettazione accurata del sistema CPV, aiutata
da una crescita del mercato del CPV, potrà portare questa tecnologia ad
essere competitiva in un breve futuro. Questo lavoro di dottorato si integra
in questo scenario accademico ed industriale.

Lo scopo principale del lavoro è consistito nel progettare un’ottica non-
imaging per la tecnologia CPV. A partire dall’analisi dei vincoli progettuali
sono state affrontate alcune scelte iniziali. Questo primo step è il più im-
portante durante l’intera fase progettuale perché richiede un’approfondita
conoscenza dei processi produttivi coinvolti, a partire dalle tolleranze mec-
caniche fino ai costi di realizzazione. In questa fase della progettazione un
punto importante è stato la scelta dell’elemento ottico primario, un sub-
strato in policarbonato successivamente alluminato. Questa scelta è stata
fatta per trarre vantaggio dal know-how della tecnologia degli stampi ad
iniezione, particolarmente usati nel mondo dell’illuminazione automotive.
Successivamente a questa fase di progettazione delle superfici ottiche, si
è passati all’analisi delle tolleranze e alla realizzazione dei componenti, po-
nendo particolare attenzione alla realizzazione dell’elemento ottico primario.
A questo proposito è stato allestito un esperimento volto ad ottimizzare la
procedura di stampo ad iniezione di tale elemento ottico. Il lavoro si con-
clude con un test outdoor del primo prototipo realizzato e con il confronto
delle prestazioni elettriche di una cella 3J simulata grazie ad un modello
dedicato.

Tutte le attività presentate sono state svolte grazie al supporto del Polo
Fotovoltaico Veneto e del Centro Studi e Ricerche E.Fermi di Roma. Le
misure sulle installazioni sperimentali sono state svolte presso i Laboratori
Nazionali di Legnaro (LNL-INFN) mentre l’esperimento realizzato attorno
allo stampo ad iniezione è stato svolto presso la ditta Unica Srl di Conegliano
Veneto.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter outlines the motivations of this PhD work. It starts
with an overview of the technologies involved in the project and high-
lights the key-concepts to design a CPV product. It then focuses on
CPV, particularly on the state-of-the-art of solar cells and nonimag-
ing optics.

The design of any energy generation technology starts with the study of
the Energy Returned On Energy Invested (EROEI) function

EROEI =
Energy returned

Energy invested
(1.1)

where the Energy returned term indicates the energy produced by that tech-
nology during its lifetime, and the Energy invested term indicates the ener-
getic cost to produce, install, maintain and recycle it. This equation includes
all the terms that an energetic engineer should know, but it’s not easy to
handle and to calculate the EROEI factor of a particular technology. Differ-
ent studies [1] [2] indicate that exists a huge variability in the expected value
of the EROEI factor concerning Photovoltaic (PV) technologies, depending
on the adopted model. A factor that greatly influences the EROEI factor
of a technology is its market volume, so the trend of its so-called learn-
ing curve. From this point of view, no energy technology has historically
changed more dramatically than PV, whose cost has declined by a factor of
nearly 100 since the 1950s [3]. The growth of the PV market, and especially
the growth of the market segment that uses trackers, has been an important
contributor to the increased interest in CPV products. Figure 1.1 shows
a comparison between PV and CPV yearly volume installations: the ratio
between them is currently three orders of magnitude.
Over the years many studies highlighted the potential of CPV technology [4]
[5] [6], some of which even before the introduction of the III-V multijunction
solar cells in terrestrial market [7] [8].
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Figure 1.1: PV and CPV annual volume capacity. PV data ref. www.bp.com.
CPV data ref. www.ise.fraunhofer.de.

During last years the biggest competitors in CPV market claimed new
module efficiency world records higher than 35% using conventional triple-
junction III-V solar cells [9] [10], and recently also using four-junction solar
cells [11]. These results show the potential of this technology, but the real
challenge for CPV is nowadays to find out a trade-off between the efficiency
and the cost of the system, of course never forgetting the reliability aspect,
in order to be competitive on the market of energy technologies.

1.1 Motivations

Various technological sectors can be helpful for CPV to realize a cost-
effective and reliable module. Automotive lighting is in particular an in-
teresting sector from which CPV can get many inputs. The basic idea be-
hind this PhD dissertation is to realize a mirror-based off-axis nonimaging
optics with low profile height for high concentration photovoltaics taking ad-
vantage of a mature and cost effective technology like injection molding for
automotive lighting. Some mature technologies useful for CPV are reviewed.

1.1.1 Freeform optics

Freeform surfaces are defined as any non-rotationally symmetric surface or
a symmetric surface that is rotated about any axis that is not its axis of
symmetry. Historically the choice of surfaces available for the design of op-
tical elements was limited to rotationally symmetric ones. In telescopes or

www.bp.com
www.ise.fraunhofer.de
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camera lenses spherical and conic surfaces are the common ones, but higher
degrees of freedom in the surface shape can give many advantages. The main
benefits are the reduction of wavefront aberrations and the reduction of the
number of optical elements, so a higher compactness and a reduction of costs
[12]. More details about freeform surfaces will be given in section 1.3. A
mature technology largely used in automotive applications is the injection
molding process for the production of plastic mirrors. Through the help of
CNC machines optics designers can design optical surfaces completely freely
so feeform designers get benefit from the constant improvement in CNC ma-
chines and their mechanical tolerances [13]. The achievement of functional
specifications of a freeform optics largely depends on the experience of the
optical designers and the CNC machine operators through a trial-and-error
approach when new freeform optics design is used. More details about in-
jection molding process will be given in chapter 3.

1.1.2 Computing speed

Ray tracing softwares are tools to simulate the light path of light rays tak-
ing into account their interaction with various media. Depending on the
problem that an optical designer has to face, a ray tracing software can
operate in sequential or in non-sequential mode. Lighting and concentrat-
ing applications require non-sequential approach, which means that the ray
tracing software does not require the introduction of the optical elements
(source, mirror, lens, target, ... ) in a specific order. This is due to the
fact that in non-sequential approach it is not defined a priori the order with
which a ray emitted by a source will interact with the other objects. This
approach requires the simulation of many rays in order to collect a large
number of them on the target. According to figure 1.2 this is also the main
difference between imaging and nonimaging optics: imaging links different
source points to target points, while nonimaging links an incoming light flux
to a target irradiance map, so in the latter case the simulated rays must fill
the target. The incredible improvements in computing speed during last
years, helped also by the commercialization of multi-thread processor, are
extremely helpful in ray tracing simulations, particularly during optimiza-
tion process. More details about computing speed and ray tracing simulation
setup can be found in section 2.2.2 and in Appendix A.

1.1.3 Thermal management

In Solid State Lighting (SSL) applications thermal management is a critical
aspect. Even though luminous efficacy1 of a LED is about six times larger

1Luminous efficacy defines the light flux of a source respect to the invested electric
power. Luminous efficacies of tungsten bulbs and LEDs are about 15 lm/W and 80 −
100 lm/W, respectively
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Figure 1.2: Comparison between an imaging and a nonimaging optical sys-
tem: in the first case the goal is to fiund a geometrical correspondence be-
tween the source and the target while in the latter the goal is to efficiently
transfer the radiation with a prescribed pattern.

than a tungsten bulb’s efficacy, thermal management has a strong impact in
the lifetime length and efficiency of a LED. For these reasons many efforts
are invested in the study of efficient and cost effective heat management
solutions. Thermal management knowledge in SSL applications can be eas-
ily transferred to CPV. In both cases the die (the solar cell or the LED)
is supported by a substrate used to mechanically support and electrically
connect the die. The substrate must have a high thermal conductivity and a
high dielectric strength between the die and the cooling system. A common
substrate is the Metal Core Printed Circuit Board (MCPCB), which has a
heat spreading metal core. Common dielectric isolation layers are aluminum
oxide (Al2O3) or the more expensive aluminum nitride (ALN). Once that
the board and the die are connected, this package needs then to be mounted
on an active or passive heat dissipating solution. The latter is often pre-
ferred because, compared to the first one, it has the advantages of simpler
structure, easier fabrication and lower cost. Common passive solutions for
microelectronic devices can be divided in two groups depending on the ther-
mal load and cost. Heat sink is the cheaper solution and it is devoted to
applications where the thermal load is not greater than 50W [14]. Higher
thermal loads require the introduction of phase change recirculation, such as
heat pipe. According to the lower cost compared to heat pipes, heat sinking
is the mainstream approach for passively cooling [15].
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1.1.4 Multijunction solar cells

The main reason for the increased interest in CPV field since last decade
is the introduction of multijunction solar cells for terrestrial applications.
Multijunction solar cells consist in photovoltaic (PV) devices composed by
multiple p-n junctions. Each junction is made by several semiconductor
materials and it is sensible to a specific electromagnetic wavelength range.
Multiple junctions allow the PV system to collect a broader portion of the
solar spectrum, so they are studied with the goal to create a more efficient
PV device. Monolithic triple-junction (3J) solar cells represent the current
state-of-the-art and are commercially available since years. More details on
3J solar cells are given in section 1.2.2.

1.2 CPV: history and state-of-the-art

The concentration of sunlight on photovoltaic devices has been explored
since the beginning of PV industry [16] [17]. The idea behind concentrating
sunlight is straightforward: increase cell efficiency and reduce the area and
hence the cost of the solar cell. In this section a small introduction on CPV
basic concepts is given, starting from a brief history of CPV technology.

1.2.1 Brief history of CPV

Research on Concentrated Photovoltaics began in the USA in 1975, boosted
by federal funds after the oil crisis. The main players initially were Sandia
National Laboratories and the US Department Of Energy (DOE, founded
in 1977). Over time, many companies and universities tried to develop their
own CPV systems. In that period the investments were mainly concentrated
in areas with high direct solar irradiance such as Spain, Italy, Saudi Arabia,
and US south-western regions. It was estimated that the total funds ex-
pended worldwide from 1975 through 1992 were probably over $40 millions
[8], and some remarkable success resulted from these investments [18] [19].
First notable prototypes of CPV systems were realized in the late 1970s:
Sandia National Laboratories realized a system using acrylic point-focus
Fresnel lenses with active water cooling, while the Institute for Solar Energy
of the Polytechnic University of Madrid (IES-UPM) developed the so-called
Ramón Areces panel, a silicon-on-glass point-focus Fresnel lens with a pas-
sive cooling system (figure 1.3). Sandia’s system was also adopted for the
350-kWp SOLERAS project, the world’s first concentration plant. More
info about past experiences in CPV research can be found in ref. [20]. All
these mentioned CPV projects used silicon-based solar cells. A remarkable
result obtained with this technology was the silicon point contact concentra-
tor solar cell that achieved 27.5% with a concentration factor of 100× [21].
Huge boosts for the investments in CPV projects came from the introduc-
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Figure 1.3: Left: the first Sandia array, made with 5-cm-diameter Si solar
cells operating with acrylic Fresnel lenses at 32suns and an active (water)
cooling system. Right: the Ramón Areces panel, made with silicon-on-glass
point-focus Fresnel lenses and a passive cooling system.

tion of multijunction (or tandem) solar cells such as dual-junction [22] [23]
and triple-junction (3J) [24] [25] ones. The latter one represents the current
state-of-the-art and 3J solar cells are nowadays implemented in almost any
CPV system, but the market is progressively moving toward four- and five-
junction solar cells [26] [27]. Figure 1.4 represents the timeline of the best
research-cell efficiency.

1.2.2 Triple-junction solar cells

Stacking multiple p-n junctions is a way to convert into electricity a broader
range of solar spectrum. According to Shockley-Queissier (SQ) [29] and sub-
sequent studies, the efficiency of a multijunction solar cell depends on many
factors: number of p-n junctions, reference spectrum, junction band gaps
value, concentration factor, radiative and non-radiative losses. The theoret-
ical maximum conversion efficiency for unconstrained solar cells (not series
connected) and for various number of p-n junctions is shown in figure 1.5.
Triple-junction is nowadays the mainstream technology due to the relatively
low cost and the high achieved efficiency (in recent years commercial 3J so-
lar cells reached 42% [30]). Over the years two technological approaches
have been investigated in manufacturing 3J solar cells [31]: in mechanically
stacked approach p-n junctions with different energy-gap are produced and
then stacked together, while in monolithic approach the layers are grown
on a substrate and the p-n junctions are connected in series with interband
tunnel diodes. Although the current state-of-the-art technology for 3J solar
cells is the monolithic approach, basically for their simpler cell processing
and relatively lower cost, mechanically stacked solar cells can overcome some
limits of monolithic approach such as current mismatching and lattice mis-
matching [32]. This section is devoted only to monolithic 3J solar cells due
to the fact that these represent, in short terms, the only way to manufacture
a cost effective CPV system. Monolithic 3J solar cells are grown through a
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Figure 1.4: Best Research-Cell Efficiency timeline. Ref. http://www.nrel.
gov/ncpv/images/efficiency_chart.jpg

http://www.nrel.gov/ncpv/images/efficiency_chart.jpg
http://www.nrel.gov/ncpv/images/efficiency_chart.jpg
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metalorganic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) process starting from a
germanium substrate. Figure 1.6 shows the structure of a monolithic 3J solar
cell. Commercial 3J solar cells, also called III-V multijunction, are composed
by InGaP/InGaAs/Ge, and their particular structure makes them sensitive
to a wavelength range from 350 to 1800 nm. The three sub-junctions are
also known as top, middle, and bottom sub-cells, respectively, and they are
separated through two interband tunnel diodes. In this configuration the 3J
solar cell has a voltage that is the sum of the three p-n junction voltages and
it generates a current that is the minimum of the three sub-currents. More
details on the equivalent electric circuit of a 3J solar cell will be given in
chapter 5. Current mismatch is a limit for a 3J solar cell, because the cell is
always limited by the sub-junction that generates the lowest current. This
problem concerns only the top and the middle sub-junctions, because the
bottom junction always generates an excess of electron-hole pairs. Current
mismatch between top and middle sub-junctions depends by some factors,
that are their thickness, their lattice composition, and the incident spec-
trum. Over the years the topic concerning the choice of the appropriate
reference spectrum for CPV has been deeply investigated [33] [34] and the
ASTMG173 − 032 is now taken as the reference one. According to this
choice, top and middle sub-junctions are nowadays designed in order to gen-
erate the same amount of current under this spectral condition. In this PhD
dissertation a specific 3J solar cell has been used in outdoor tests, that is the
Lattice Matched (LM) Spectrolab C3MJ. With this generation of 3J solar
cell Spectrolab claimed a 41.6% world record efficiency [35] and 3J having a
typical 39.3% efficiency is currently available on market [36]. The integral
irrandiance of the ASTMG173−03 curve is 900W/m2 and according to this
choice some authors [37] define

1sun = 0.09W/cm2 (1.2)

Figure 1.7 represents the superimposition of the reference spectrum and the
number of electron-hole pairs generated by a Spectrolab C3MJ solar cell.
The colored curves have been obtained multiplying the reference spectrum
with the External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) of the solar cell. Calculating
the integrals under the colored curves, the minimum short-circuit density
current is 12.2mA/cm2 and is generated by the TOP p-n junction. Accord-
ing to this value, an equivalent definition of sun is3

1sun = 12.2mA/cm2 (1.3)

2American Standard Testing and Materials reference solar spectrum, AirMass 1.5
Direct+circumsolar. More details can be found in ref. http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/

spectra/am1.5/
3Over the years the definition of sun has repeatedly been under discussion and nowa-

days some authors define 1sun as 1000W/m2, or equivalently 13.6mA/cm2 [38].

http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/spectra/am1.5/
http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/spectra/am1.5/
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1.3 Nonimaging optics design basics, particularly
for CPV application

Nonimaging optics is a branch of optics which goal is to study the radi-
ation transfer from a source to a target. According to figure 1.2, during
the radiation transfer process no care is taken for the conservation of the
source’s spatial information because image formation is not required. Table
1.1 highlights some differences between imaging and nonimaging optics.

1.3.1 Optics design workflow

During the process of designing new optics an optical designer have to deal
with some key steps that are now summarized. The approach that is now
described is valid for imaging as well as nonimaging optical problems.

� Statement of the problem and constraints analysis. At the very
first step the optics design process is faced through a research about
prior art concerning the problem. The research must also be extended
to technological processes and materials that could be used for pro-
totyping and producing. This is a key step in the workflow because

www.nrel.gov
www.spectrolab.com
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Imaging Nonimaging

- sequential ray-tracing - non-sequential ray-tracing
- conic surfaces (spherical and as-
pherical)

- freeform surfaces

- target parameters: field-of-view,
focal length, aberrations ...

- target parameters: illumination
profile, power, maximum irradi-
ance ...

- optimization and tolerance anal-
ysis are already implemented in
the softwares and there’s a strong
know-now

- optimization and tolerance anal-
ysis are dependent by the problem
involved

- high-level surface accuracy and
finishing (λ/4 at least)

- surface accuracy and finishing
are application dependent

Table 1.1: Comparison between imaging and nonimaging optics.

the state-of-the-art of the chosen technologies fixes some of the toler-
ances involved. Constraints could be of various type (technological,
mechanical, physical, economical) and these fix the boundaries within
which the optics can be designed. Constraints are highly dependent
on the problem involved, so more details on the particular case study
described in this thesis will be given in section 2.1.

� Design method. The design of an optics can be faced with a di-
rect or an inverse approach. In the first case the image (for imaging),
or illumination profile (for nonimaging), quality is a function of the
system parameters, so direct problems are faced looking for analytic
solutions. In the second case the target is to obtain at least a fixed
image, or illumination profile, quality, so inverse approach looks for an
optimized solution that lies within the required specifications. Numer-
ical optimization is the core of the latter approach so it is helped by
high computing speed. Inverse approach is the design method adopted
for the nonimaging optics study presented in this thesis.

� Surfaces parametrization. This is often an easy step for an imag-
ing optical designer, because the surfaces adopted in imaging problems
are conics since ever. Moreover there’s a strong knowledge about the
properties of conic surfaces in imaging applications. Nonimaging prob-
lems are instead faced using freeform surfaces, particularly since last
decade due to the progress in manufacturing optical components with
Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machines. Moreover nonimaging
optics also require a limited number of optical components in order
to design a cost effective optics and to maximize the ratio between
the input and the output radiative power. For these reasons freeform
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Starting point decision

Creation of  a Merit Function

Optimization of  the optical system

Making decision if  the requests are satisfied

Tolerance analysis

Drawing optical components

Selection of  a new 

starting point

NOYES

Analysis of  requests and constraints

Prototyping and testing

Figure 1.8: Stages of the optical design procedures. Taken from ref. [41]

surfaces are widely adopted in nonimaging applications. It is still un-
der discussion in the community of optical designer which is the most
appropriate way to parametrize a freeform surface. Nowadays XY
polynomial, Zernike polynomial, and NURBS are some of the most
common choices [39] [40]. The first and the third are in particular
adopted in nonimaging systems.

� Choice of target parameters and optimization method. An
inverse problem is faced applying the same method with imaging as
well as nonimaging optics. The goal is to get a good starting point
for the subsequent optimization process. The research of a good start-
ing point begins with the choice of the appropriate variables and the
definition of target parameters. The link between variables and tar-
get is a function called Merit Function (MF or sometimes Objective
Function or Error Function), which is the object that the optimization
software tries to minimize in order to get a satisfactory optical system.
Optimization routines are usually already implemented in ray tracing
softwares and nowadays these softwares use variants of the so-called
Damped Least Square (DLS) method, which goal is to find a local
minimum of the Merit Function starting from the specified starting
point. By the way, there are situation in which the MF space has a
large number of dimensions (i.e. the MF has many variables), so DLS
method gives almost ever a minimum that is not the global one. Global
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Figure 1.9: Concept scheme of a solar concentrator. A source S emits
radiation that is collected by concentrator C having an entrance and an
exit aperture A1 and A2, respectively. Light rays hit A1 with a maximum
incident angle α, while on A2 rays arrive with a maximum incident angle β.

optimization methods are under discussion since decades [42] [43], but
it’s only during last years that they have been implemented in ray
tracing softwares, benefitting from the increase in computing speed.
More details on the topic of optimization methods can be found in ref.
[44].

� Tolerance analysis. According to [45] tolerance analysis of nonimag-
ing systems is in its infancy. There are nowadays lacks in software tools
so that an optical designer has to manually set up the scheme to de-
termine the sensitivity of the tolerance parameters. This process is
time consuming and also dependent on the experience of the designer.
Once that the error scheme is complete, a Monte Carlo simulation
generates the distributions of the tolerance parameters. The type of
errors introduced in a nonimaging optics that are taken into account
into this work are system and process errors. System errors refer to
incorrect position and misalignment of an optical component respect
to the others, while process errors occur during fabrication process, so
they refer to incorrect shape of the optical components (for example a
wrong injection molding process). A complete tolerance analysis needs
the knowledge of all the tolerances (i.e. the distribution of each pa-
rameter) involved during the production an optics. This data can be
obtained form literature, previous experience, and also from measures
of prototypes, and they must be confirmed once that the production
line is in operation.

1.3.2 Solar concentrator design basics

Collecting sunlight requires an optics with an entrance and an exit aperture,
A1 and A2 respectively, as shown in figure 1.9. The ratio between these two
areas is defined as the geometrical concentration factor
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Cg =
A1

A2
(1.4)

Using thermodynamical and geometrical considerations [46] [47] it is possible
to demonstrate that the maximum achievable concentration factor for a 3D
concentrator is

Cmax =
( n

sinα

)2
(1.5)

where n is the refractive index in which A2 is immersed and α is the incident
angle on A1. Equation (1.5) supposes that incident angles distribution on
A2 ranges from null to π/2, but this condition is almost always impossible
or inefficient. More often the maximum incident angle on A2 is β, less than
π/2. According to ref. [46] the geometrical concentration factor Cg cannot
exceed the limit

Cg ≤
(
n sinβ

sinα

)2

(1.6)

so, during the design of a concentrator a trade-off between geometrical con-
centration factor and optical efficiency must be studied. Equation (1.5) is
also usually written in the following way

CAP =
√
Cg sinα ≥ n (1.7)

This equation defines the Concentration-Acceptance Product (CAP) factor
[48] and it describes how close the concentrator system is to the maximum
thermodynamic limit. When equation (1.7) is applied to a concentrator
optics, α is the acceptance angle of the system, which is defined as the
misalignment angle within the system performance is at least 90% of its
maximum. As a rule of thumb, the higher the desired concentration factor,
the lower the achievable acceptance angle.

1.3.3 Optical schemes for CPV

A typical optics for CPV is composed by several components

- front cover, for example glass or PMMA

- Primary Optical Element (POE), that can be reflective or refractive

- Secondary Optical Element (SOE), that is a reflective or refractive
light guide close to the solar cell

- target, that is the solar cell

Depending on the choices made at the beginning of the project some of the
previous elements could be unnecessary or a single element could perform
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Figure 1.10: The figure represents the different light paths after a refractive
interface due to surface differences. The red and the blue lines are, respec-
tively, the ideal and the real refractive surfaces, which are hit by a light ray
in the points Pideal and Preal. The angles θi and θt are the incident and
transmitted angles, while ε is the angle between the normal vectors in nideal

and nreal

multiple functions. The fundamental optical element into a concentrator is
the POE because it defines the geometrical concentration factor. Nonimag-
ing optics for CPV can be divided in two groups, depending by POE. If
a refractive optical element is used then the system has some advantages
such as potentially high optical efficiency and easy thermal management,
but is affected by chromatic aberration, particularly at high concentration
factor. If instead a reflective element is chosen then the system takes advan-
tage form the absence of chromatic aberration, but it is more challenging to
obtain high optical efficiency because an additional front glass (or plastic)
cover is needed.

According to figure 1.10, let’s consider an optical surface and a ray that
impinges on it. The expected incidence point is Pi, but due to manufac-
turing errors and/or misalignment the real incidence point is Pr. The most
important difference for optical purposes between these two points is that
they identify two different normal vectors. It can be shown [49] that a small
slope error ε produces a deviation ε′ with respect to the expected exiting
ray

ε′ = aε (1.8)

with

a =

{
2 mirror

1− tan θt
tan θi

lens
(1.9)
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Classification Geometrical conc. factor Tracking system

Low 1 ≤ C ≤ 10 None or single-axis
Medium 10 ≤ C ≤ 100 Single- or dual-axis
High 100 ≤ C ≤ 1000 Dual-axis

Table 1.2: Classification of CPV systems.

where θi and θt are, respectively, the incident and the exit (reflected or
refracted) rays calculated respect to the theoretical surface. Equation (1.9)
states that an additional advantage of refractive optics is that they are less
sensitive to contour errors respect to mirrors, so care must be taken in
manufacturing mirrors. Within this project a mirror-based CPV optics had
been chosen for several reasons

� at high concentration factors the chromatic aberration generates un-
acceptable power losses

� yellowing of plastic Fresnel lenses is also a challenge question [50] [51]

� plastic injection molding process for lighting reflectors is nowadays a
mature, precise and affordable technology

A typical way to classify the variety of existing CPV systems is their ge-
ometrical concentration factor. According to ref. [52] and table 1.2, Low-
Concentration Photovoltaics (LCPV) refers to systems with a concentration
factor below 10× and enhance conventional silicon-based solar cells, while
High-Concentration Photovoltaics (HCPV) refers to systems with a con-
centration factor over 100× and enhance high-efficiency multijunction solar
cells. Medium-Concentation photovoltaics (MCPV) is instead an unexplored
class since many years because this kind of systems do not allow a convenient
trade-off between cost and efficiency.



Chapter 2

Nonimaging optics design
workflow

This chapter begins with an introduction on how to face the problem
of designing a nonimaging optics and some design techniques are
listed. The case study of the TwinFocus® optics is then faced start-
ing from a detailed analysis of the constraints and a design method
is subsequently presented. The solution is then optimized and in
conclusion the resulted optics is analyzed. Deeper analysis of optics
performances and tolerances are treated in the next chapters.

The design of optical surfaces is possible using two different approaches:
direct design methods and numerical optimization.

Direct design methods concerns analytic approaches, because the image
quality is a function of the constructional parameters of the system. This
formulation is also known as direct problem: given a well known input
(usually described through ray bundles or wavefronts), these approaches are
mathematical procedures to design optical surfaces that transfer such input
to a prescribed target distribution. There are basically two different direct
design methods.

- Coupling incoming with outgoing wavefront(s). Over the years this
problem was faced many times and in its simplest formulation it in-
volves spherical incoming and outgoing wavefronts. The solution to
this problem is the well known cartesian oval. A general solution that
involves a single non-spherical wavefront was presented at the begin-
ning of 1900 [53]. More recently a method that can handle multiple
wavefronts in three dimensional space was presented [54] and it is cur-
rently known as Simultaneous Multiple Surface (SMS) method. This
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method has been effectively applied to handle up to three wavefronts
with two freeform surfaces [55].

- Coupling prescribed input and output intensity patterns. Once that
the problem is formulated in this form it involves second order partial
differential equations, also known as Monge-Ampere equation [56], so
a numerical solution of such equations is required [57].

Optimization methods try to solve an inverse problem: the goal is to
design an optics that satisfies some minimum requirements such as field of
view, effective focal length, RMS spot size, and much more for imaging,
or such as power collected, acceptance angle, profile uniformity and much
more for nonimaging. These methods are based on the minimization of a
Merit Function (MF) that describes the optical properties as a function of
some appropriate parameters. An inverse problem can be faced in various
way due to the MF arbitrariness, but it is interesting to notice that a com-
mon approach uses the so-called supporting ellipsoid method that has been
applied in various variants [58] [59] [60].

For this project an optimization approach has been chosen, so an appropriate
parametrization of the optical surfaces and the choice of a suitable MF
are very important. Before these steps it is fundamental the study of the
problem constraints.

2.1 Constraints analysis and starting decisions

Designing a new optics starts from the statement of an optical problem,
a conceptual solution and some choices made after a constraints analysis.
Conceptual solution is shown in figure 2.1: a light source, that here is ap-
proximated with a planar wavefront, emits light that passes through a front
cover glass, is then reflected from a Primary Optical Element (POE), then
refracted from a Secondary Optical Element (SOE) and at the end collected
by a 3J solar cell. The combination of POE and SOE is defined doublet :
for this reason this the CPV system that uses this optical scheme is called
TwinFocus®. This optical scheme includes also a layer of optical glue be-
tween SOE and 3J solar cell. Moreover 3J cell has an Anti-Reflection Coat-
ing (ARC) that matches the refractive indexes of glue and 3J front window.
TwinFocus® layout has been chosen to conciliate a small system volume
with small angles of incidence on the SOE and on the 3J solar cell, so to
reduce Fresnel losses.

2.1.1 Technological constraints

As already explained in section 1.3.3, a mirror-based optical schemes has
been chosen for several reasons. Basically it is to avoid chromatic aberra-
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Figure 2.1: TwinFocus® system optical scheme. A light source, that here
is simplified with a planar wavefront, passes through a front cover glass, is
then reflected by a Primary Optical Element (POE), then refracted by a
Secondary Optical Element (SOE), and finally collected by a 3J solar cell.
The combination of two of these optical schemes is shown in figure, so the
CPV system that uses it is called TwinFocus®.

tions introduced by lenses with small aspect-ratio and also to use a mature
and cost effective technology like plastic injection molding. Technological
constraints deal with materials and production processes. Table 2.1 shows
the materials and the production choices. The front cover is a low-iron glass.
Its selection has been a trade off between optical efficiency, particularly in
the UV spectral region, and cost. POE is a polycarbonate substrate made
through an injection molding process that is aluminazed and protected us-
ing a Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) process, while the SOE is a SiO2

light-guide made through a SiVARA�Sol-Gel process. The optical glue is a
standard product in the optical components industry, it resists to high light
fluxes and it has a refractive index close to the SOE one. Finally the 3J
solar cell is a standard component in CPV market: it has a dedicated ARC
and its EQE is also well known.

2.1.2 Mechanical constraints

Mechanical constraints define the volume of the optical components and
their relative position. The most important mechanical constraint involves
the geometrical concentration factor Cg: once that a 3J commercial cell
has been chosen, Cg is fixed by the POE surface dimension. 3J solar cell
efficiency is a function of light irradiance (so it is a function of Cg) and it
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Component Material Production process - Note

Front cover Low-iron glass Small losses in UV spectral region
POE PC with Al coating Injection molding, PVD
SOE SiO2 SiVARA Sol-Gel
Optical glue — Refractive index matches SOE
3J cell III-V semiconductors MOCVD, monolithic

Table 2.1: Materials and production processes

usually is maximal between 200suns and 700suns. A geometrical concen-
tration factor of about 800× has been chosen and an actual irradiance of
500suns is expected after the optical losses. Once that the optics design has
been completed Cg has been correctly calculated including shadows due to
some mechanical components. This is the resulting value

Cg =
Effective POE area

Effective 3J area
=

237cm2

(0.55× 0.55)cm2
= 783× (2.1)

3J solar cell position and orientation are also fixed. Its orientation has been
chosen in order to reduce shadows on the POE, and its distance from the
mirror is enough to avoid a critical system failure in the case in which the
optics is not correctly aligned and the concentrated light doesn’t hit the solar
cell but the POE. A minimum distance from POE and 3J of approximately
30mm has been fixed. SOE has no restrictions for mechanical reasons, but
a limit on its volume is discussed in section 3.3.

2.1.3 Physical constraints

Fresnel equations describe what happens when light moves from a medium
of refractive index n1 to a medium of refractive index n2. A fraction of the
light is refracted and another fraction is reflected. The higher the difference
between the refractive indexes, the higher the reflected fraction. Moreover,
if the light is unpolarized, the higher the incidence angle, the higher the
reflected fraction. This phenomenon is described by the equation

R =
1

2

[(
n1 cos(θi)− n2 cos(θt)

n1 cos(θi) + n2 cos(θt)

)2

+

(
n1 cos(θt)− n2 cos(θi)

n1 cos(θt) + n2 cos(θi)

)2
]

(2.2)

where n1 and n2 are the refractive indexes of the media, θi and θt are the
incidence and the transmitted angles. Equation 2.2 says that to achieve an
efficient optics the incidence angles must be small, as well as the difference
between the refractive indexes. TwinFocus® optical scheme has been stud-
ied to have small incidence angles on the SOE and on the 3J. SOE has a
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refractive index in the visible range of about 1.46, so air-SOE interface pro-
duce an optical loss of 3.5%. This loss is approximately constant for angles
of incidence below 50◦, so this value has been kept as a physical constraint.
3J cell is instead even more tolerant to high angles of incidence due to its
Anti-Reflection Coating (ARC): it is mandatory to deposit on any kind of
solar cell, even on Si-based modules, an ARC to fit the solar cell refractive
index with its surround (for example air or a glass optical element). This
coating makes the 3J cell less sensitive to incidence angle, and Fresnel losses
become heavy only over 75◦, so this is a second physical constraint.

2.1.4 Economical constraints

While a mass-production is planned for this system, the cost of the tools
(such as the mold or the assembling line) must be considered with an appro-
priate low weight in the calculation of the projected system cost. Injection
molding of PC is a cost effective solution, so POE has no other constraints.
SiVARA Sol-Gel process is also an affordable solution during mass produc-
tion, but a restriction on the SOE volume of about 1.5cm3 has been fixed
in order to limit its cost. The small layer of optical glue has no impact on
the final cost, so it has no constraints. Finally, the front cover is a low-iron
glass and not, for example, a more efficient quartz window: this choice is
a trade-off between optical efficiency and system cost. More details about
cost analysis can be found in section 3.3.

2.2 Generation of reflective and refractive surfaces

Once that initial constraints have been chosen it is possible to face the inverse
problem of designing the optical surfaces. First of all an algorithm must be
developed in order to link the source (the Sun) and the target (the 3J solar
cell) through some reflective/refractive surfaces. Then a starting decision,
according to the constraint analysis, must be done. This choice is then the
starting point of the subsequent optimization process, which is performed
using an appropriate Merit Function (MF). Finally, if the solution satisfies
the target requirements a tolerance analysis can be performed, otherwise a
different initial point must be chosen.

2.2.1 Algorithm: mapping the source into the target

Once that the source and the target have been defined, a map between them
is required. This map is based on the flux conservation principle, so it can
be found using an equi-flux grid method [60]. If S (x, y) and T (y′, z′) are,
respectively, the source and the target irradiance distribution then∫ ∫

S (x, y) dx dy =

∫ ∫
T
(
y′, z′

)
dy′ dz′ (2.3)
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Figure 2.2: Bi-dimensional TwinFocus® optics. A light ray starts from S1,
passes through the seed points P1 and Q1, and is finally collected in T1. The
resulting normal vectors m̂1 and n̂1 are then used to iteratively calculate all
the Pi and Qi points.

where x, y, y′, z′ could be angular or spatial variable. According to figure
2.3, TwinFocus® optical problem involves only spatial variables. When the
system has rotational or translational symmetry, the optical design process
is a bi-dimensional problem: if an uni-dimensional map between source and
target is found, then the full optical surface can be obtained by sweeping
the curve around its axis of symmetry. In this simple case, equation (2.3)
involves uni-dimensional integrals and the map between source and target
can be analitically found.
Figure 2.2 shows a simplified problem concerning a bi-dimensional TwinFocus®

optics: a source (a planar wavefront) is reflected, then refracted and finally
collected by a target. Both the source and the target are divided into bins,
and each bin is associated to a specific irradiance value. The equi-grid flux
equation states ∫

S (x) dx =

∫
T
(
z′
)
dz′ (2.4)

A requirement of TwinFocus® optics is that the target irradiance must be
uniform, as well as source irradiace, so both S (x) and T (z′) are constant
functions

S (x) = CS and T
(
z′
)

= CT (2.5)
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Figure 2.3: Three-dimensional TwinFocus® optics. The map between the
source and the target is a relationship between two grids, so each element
dx dy is transferred through a mirror and a lens in the element dy′ dz′

so the map between source and target is simply

z′ =
CS
CT

x (2.6)

At this point, once that the map is known, is it possible to iteratively
draw the optical surfaces. As shown in figure 2.2, let’s suppose that a
ray starting from the point S1 must be collected in the point T1. To cal-
culate the complete optical path a point P1 on the reflective surface and
a point Q1 on the refractive surface must be chosen. P1 and Q1 are also
known as seed points (or starting points). The resulting normal vectors
m̂1 and n̂1, which have been calculated according to the Snell’s laws, are
then used to move on to the next points P2 and Q2. The new normal vec-
tors m̂2 and n̂2 can then be computed, an so on until the entire curves
are completed. Once that the point clouds Pi and Qi are known, they
are fitted using a polynomial equation and the optical problem is solved.
The method shown in figure 2.2 is closer to the ideal solution the more
populated are the point clouds. A way to calculate a smaller number of
points, so to speed-up the process, and to obtain more accurate surfaces
was developed by Elmer [61] and effectively used in recent works [62].

Without rotational or translational symmetry, the design problem is three-
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dimensional and equation (2.3) involves a Monge-Ampere type differential
equation [63], which solution is used to be unstable with standard numerical
integration techniques. As a result, there is no general way to find a map
between source and target unless some symmetry exists, in which case we
can separate the integration variables and solve two simpler differential equa-
tions.
The general 3D problem involved in TwinFocus® optics is presented in
figure 2.3. According to the flux-conservation principle expressed in the
equation (2.3), a map between the source and the target must be found:
every source element dx dy must be linked to a target element dy′ dz′ with
a bijective relation. Mapping a source into a target is always possible and
an infinite number of maps exist, but a generic map does not ensure that
the generated point clouds can be fitted with continuous surfaces. Finding
a map is therefore not sufficient: we need to find a map that ensures surface
continuity. Only a map that fulfills the integrability condition generates a
smooth optical surface [64]. With reference to figure 2.3 let’s suppose that
a chosen map generates the point clouds Pi and Qi. All these Pi and Qi
points lye, respectively, on the reflective and on the refractive surface and
each pair (Pi, Qi) is associated to the elements (dx dy) (dy′ dz′) and to the
vectors (m̂i n̂i). Once that all this data has been obtained, the surface con-
tinuity must be checked. This means that integrating the surface normal
vectors along any closed path a closed curve must be obtained. Continuity
constraint can therefore be stated with a contour integral∮

C

m̂ d~l = 0 (2.7)

where C is an arbitrary closed contour over the surface, m̂ (or n̂) is the field
of normal vectors and d~l is an infinitesimal displacement along the source
grid. This topic has been largely investigated in recent years [60], but always
studying only a reflective surface and not a reflective-refractive doublet. At
this point of the optical design process is acknowledged that looking for
a TwinFocus® optics through this way is challenging and time consuming.
Moreover a concentrator optics requires to consider different incoming wave-
fronts in order to take into account system misalignments. This approach
has been proficiently developed with the so called SMS proprietary method
[54] [65].

Acknowledging these considerations, the choices that are now presented are
made without involving any continuity constraint. According to figure 2.4
a first choice is to divide the POE into four reflectors in order to make the
target distribution less sensitive to the reflector shape. In this new configu-
ration each POE’s sector concentrates the sunlight with an uniform illumi-
nation profile on the 3J cell, so that small local variations in the POE shape
have a small impact on the target distribution. In this way the risk that the
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Figure 2.4: Representation of the source-target relationship: the axes x and
y lying on the source surface are mapped respectively on the axes z′ and y′

lying on the target surface through an iterative method.

target receives locally a high irradiance has been limited. A number of four
sectors has been chosen because this is a trade-off between the risk of local
high irradiance and optical efficiency: each mirror sector has a border and
during the cooling step of the injection molding process each discontinuity
creates local warpages, so the larger the number of mirror facets the lower
the optical efficiency. The number of 4 sectors has been chosen matching
the research group experience in designing plastic optical mirrors and that
of the mold manufacturer.
A simple map between the source and the target has been initially chosen:
a separation of variables was made. A according to equation (2.4), two
independent relations between the source and the target were studied

∫ Lx

0
S (x) dx =

∫ Lz′

0
T
(
z′
)
dz′ and

∫ Ly

0
S (y) dy =

∫ Ly′

0
T
(
y′
)
dy′

(2.8)
where Lx and Ly are the source’s lengths along x and y axes, while Lz′ and
Ly′ are the target’s lengths along z′ and y′ axes. The axes are defined in
figure 2.4. Because a constant illumination profile on the 3J cell is required
and because the source has a constant irradiance, then

S (x) = S (y) = CS and T
(
z′
)

= T
(
y′
)

= CT (2.9)
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where CS and CT are respectively the source and the target irradiance. The
solution of equation (2.8) is simply

Lx
L′z

=
Ly
L′y

=
CT
CS

(2.10)

where the ratios Lx/L
′
z and Ly/L

′
y define respectively the geometrical con-

centration factors along two different axes. According to the Sun quantity
defined in equation (1.2) and according also to the geometrical concentration
factor defined in equation (2.1)

Cg =
Lx
L′z

Ly
L′y

=
CT

2

CS
2 =

CT
2

1Sun
(2.11)

so the expected irradiance on the target, considering only ideal surfaces (i.e.
unitary reflectance of POE and unitary transmittance of front cover glass,
POE, and optical glue), is

CT
2 = 1Sun · Cg = 0.09

W

cm2
· 783× = 70.5

W

cm2
(2.12)

Because of the linearity of equation (2.10), a map between the source and
the target along x and y axes has been found with the relation

∆xCS = ∆z′CT and ∆y CS = ∆y′CT (2.13)

where ∆x and ∆y are small steps lying on the source surface while ∆z′ and
∆y′ are the corresponding steps lying on the target surface. The iterative
method presented in figure 2.2 has then be applied along the two axes in
order to create several point clouds. This designing step requires the def-
inition of some starting points, such that represented in figure 2.4 named
P,QA, QB, QC , QC . It is quite natural to choose P at the center of the POE
because it is shared by all the reflective sectors. It is a bit harder to choose
the starting points Qi (i = A,B,C,D) SOE because this choice requires to
know the final volume and the entrance aperture area of the SOE: the first
one is directly related to the price of the optical element, and the second
one is related to the acceptance angle. The choice of these four Qi starting
points is then a tradeoff between the cost and the tolerance of the system.
In particular, as already discussed in section 2.1.4, the requirement for the
SOE is to have a minimum volume (about 1.5cm3) able to increase the ac-
ceptance angle at least to ±1◦ for both x and y axes. The last requirement
concerning the SOE involves the size of the exit aperture, which is the sur-
face in contact with the solar cell. In order to increase the tolerances, and
in particular to avoid losses of light, the SOE’s exit aperture has an area
smaller than the solar cell. For this reason a 5.5x5.5mm2 solar cell was cho-
sen, and a SOE’s exit aperture of 5.3x5.3mm2 allows tolerances of ±0.1mm
in the relative positioning of the SOE and the cell. After the construction
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of the point clouds using the iterative Elmer’s method, a polynomial fit of
each points group was calculated. The points on the POE along x and y
axes were fitted using fourth order polynomial functions

z = z0 + ax(x− x0) + ax2(x− x0)2 + ax4(x− x0)2 (2.14a)

z = z0 + ay(y − y0) + ay2(y − y0)2 + ay4(y − y0)2 (2.14b)

where (x0, y0, z0) are the coordinates of P . Starting from SOE’s point cloud,
a freeform surface that defines the whole SOE entrance aperture was ob-
tained through a CAD software. The coefficients of POE’s polynomial fit-
ting curves were then used to define a 4th order polynomial equation for
each reflective surface (A,B,C,D in figure 2.4). The polynomial coefficients
were then used as the starting point of the subsequent optimization process.

2.2.2 Optimization process

In this section an optimization workflow is presented. At this step of the de-
sign process no information about the spectral characteristics of any optical
interface was introduced, due to the fact that during the designing process
not all the spectral data were known. Once that the optimization process
was concluded a ray tracing simulation was performed again including the
spectral data. More details about the spectral performances of the optics
can be found in section 2.3.
Starting from the 4th order polynomial equation discussed at the end of the
previous section that is now defined

z =z0 + ax(x− x0) + ay(y − y0)+

+ ax2(x− x0)2 + axy(x− x0)(y − y0) + ay2(y − y0)2+

+ ax3(x− x0)3 + ax2y(x− x0)2(y − y0) + axy2(x− x0)(y − y0)2 + ay3(y − y0)3+

+ ax4(x− x0)4 + ay4(y − y0)4

(2.15)

a Merit Function (MF) is now introduced. The coefficients (x0, y0, z0) rep-
resent the coordinates of the starting point P . After several optimization
approaches, a 4th order equation of the kind described in (2.15) was chosen:
a 3rd order equation hasn’t enough degrees of freedom to create the desired
illumination profile, while an equation that involves also the 4th order mixed
terms has too much parameters and generates a difficult convergence during
the optimization. Equation (2.15) involves 11 coefficients, so the MF of each
reflective sector lives into a 11-dimensional space. The choice of a polyno-
mial surface for the description of the POE was made according to the ray
tracing software used: the software offers the possibility to define nth order
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polynomial equations, but not more general surfaces such as Non-Uniform
Rotational B-Spline (NURBS), so the optimization can be performed only
with polynomial surfaces. The final target illumination profile is governed
by the POE shape, so it was chosen not to include variations on the SOE
entrance surface during the optimization process.

The requirement of uniformity of the target illumination profile was trans-
lated into a requirement of irradiance constancy over the 3J. The target was
divided into 5× 5 subcells, as shown in figure 2.4, and it was required that
each subcell collected the same number of rays. Moreover it was required
that all the rays generated by the source, said Nrays, were collected by the
target. The MF was then defined as follows

MF =
25∑
i=1

(ni − n)2 (2.16)

where n = N/25 is the expected number of rays collected by a generic
ithsubcell and ni is the actual number of rays collected. Such equation has
been chosen because its minimization generates two effects: a maximization
of the rays collected by the target and a maximization of the illumination
profile uniformity. According to appendix A, a number of 5×5 subcells is the
limit to achieve 1% statistical error on ni of each subcell with 250, 000 traced
rays. The higher the number of subcells the higher the number simulated
rays (i.e. the computing time) required to contain statistical errors on the
illumination profile. A discretization of 5 × 5 and a limit error of 1% has
been chosen as an acceptable trade off.

A short dissertation concerning how a ray tracing software works and which
instrument has been used during this optical design is now developed. All
the ray tracing simulations have been performed using an Intel® CoreTM i7-
2600 CPU (3.40GHz). The ray tracing software allows parallel computation
so advantage from this feature has been taken during the simulations. Com-
puting speed depends by some factors like CPU speed, number of CPU cores
and optical design complexity. Another important factor is the data volume
carried by a ray during a simulation. It’s important to notice tat each ray
is defined by coordinates (x, y, z), cosine directors (nx, ny, xz), wavelenght,
and power. During a ray tracing simulation is it possible to forget the spec-
tral properties of the optical surfaces defining them as ideal (i.e. mirrors
with unitary reflectance and lenses with unitary transmittance). In this sit-
uation all the power carried by a ray is reflected, or transmitted. This is
the software setup used during the design and the optimization processes.
After that the spectral and angular properties of the optical interfaces were
measured, these data were then included in the ray tracing software. In this
configuration mirrors and lenses are not ideal anymore, so a process called
ray splitting is involved: when a ray hits a surface it is partially reflected,
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Figure 2.5: A comparison between an ideal ray tracing simulation (red line)
and one in which surface’s optical (spectral and angular) properties are
considered (blue line). The time required in the two different configuration
is almost the same. In both the situations the rate of simulated rays is
approximately 32krays/s.

partially transmitted and partially absorbed, so each ray generates two rays
at every optical surface. This second configuration is definitely a better de-
scription of reality, but it is slower than the first one. If the optical surfaces
are accurately defined is it possible to slow down the simulation by only a
small factor. Figure 2.5 represents a comparison between an ideal ray tracing
simulation and one in which surface’s optical (spectral and angular) prop-
erties are considered. The time required in the two different configuration
is almost the same.

The MF defined in the equation (2.16) has 25 targets and, as already dis-
cussed, it involves 11 parameters for each POE sector. A total of 22 pa-
rameters are then involved for the definition of the problem (according to
figure 2.4 the sectors A-B and C-D are symmetrical). The “wildness” of the
MF generates some problems during the optimization, because it is easy to
fall into a local minimum. For this reason a Global Optimization method
was used. This feature of the ray tracing software is not well documented
because it uses a proprietary routine, but it’s known that beginning form
the starting point (i.e. 22 coefficients) the software looks for a global so-
lution changing randomly the initial parameters and then optimizing them
through a standard orthogonal descent algorithm.

At the end of the optimization process the solution can be accepted or
rejected. The reasons of rejection are
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Parameter surface A surface B surface C surface D

x0 -65.80 -65.80 -65.80 -65.80
y0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
z0 -90.00 -90.00 -90.00 -90.00
ax -0.6292 -0.6292 -0.6483 -0.6483
ay -0.0159 0.0159 -0.0164 0.0164
ax2 1.765 · 10−3 1.765 · 10−3 1.820 · 10−3 1.820 · 10−3

axy 0 0 0 0
ay2 1.750 · 10−3 1.750 · 10−3 1.730 · 10−3 1.730 · 10−3

ax3 −5.0 · 10−9 −5.0 · 10−9 −3.0 · 10−7 −3.0 · 10−7

ax2y 0 0 −1.0 · 10−7 1.0 · 10−7

axy2 5.0 · 10−8 5.0 · 10−8 1.0 · 10−7 1.0 · 10−7

ay3 2.0 · 10−8 -2.0 · 10−8 −5.0 · 10−8 5.0 · 10−8

ax4 2.5 · 10−9 2.5 · 10−9 −1.0 · 10−9 −1.0 · 10−9

ay4 2.0 · 10−10 2.0 · 10−10 1.0 · 10−9 1.0 · 10−9

Table 2.2: Mathematical description of the POE’s sectors.

- the number of collected rays is low. This means that not all the rays
have been collected

- the target illumination profile has a low uniformity. This could happen
because the starting point was not chosen accurately and the optimiza-
tion didn’t converged

- the incidence angles on the SOE or on the 3J cell are higher than the
acceptable values

If these situations occur after an optimization process it is necessary to
change the starting points. This means that different P,Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4

points must be defined and that the method represented in figure 2.2 must
be applied again.

After several iterations the four POE’s sectors reach a definitive description,
that is reported in table 2.2, as well as the SOE entrance aperture. The
latter optical element has a completely free form shape, so it’s description
is possible only through a CAD model. An iterative procedure was also
adopted for the design of the inside walls of the SOE. These interfaces have
a fundamental role in a real situation because they redirect the light rays
on the target if the optical system has some manufacturing or alignment
imperfections. The shape of the SOE’s inside walls have been designed in
order redirect the light rays on the target through a Total Internal Reflection
(TIR) in any reasonable real situation. More details on the CAD models of
the POE and the SOE can be found in chapter 3.
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2.3 Spectral Transfer Function

A radiometric simulation of the optical system is necessary in order to link
the optical performances to real physical quantities. An important radio-
metric quantity for the balance of the system is the power collected by the
3J solar cell. This value is important because it is directly related to the
short-circuit current (Isc) generated by the 3J solar cell. In a first approxi-
mation Isc value is directly related to the electrical power generated by the
3J solar cell. This topic will be discussed in chapter 5. The knowledge of
the power collected by the 3J cell is also mandatory because this value is
related to the thermal budget the the cooling system has to handle.
In order to perform a complete radiometric analysis it is necessary to intro-
duce in the ray tracing software the spectral properties of the source and of
the optical elements. This is the list of the optical elements:

- front cover glass: Element Extralight 3.2 mm - Sangalli Vetro - solar-
glass;

- POE: polycarbonate aluminized and protected with SiO2;

- SOE: fused silica;

- optical glue: Dow Corning® 3145 rtv mil-a-46146 adhesive/sealant;

- ARC: SiO2 and TiO2.

The front cover glass transmittance and the POE reflectivity were mea-
sured using the Ocean Optics NIRQuest512 (900− 1700nm) spectrometers,
while the Anti-Reflection Coating (ARC) transmittance was measured with
a Varian Cary 5000 spectrophotometer. Glass and ARC transmittance were
obtained at normal incidence while, according to figure 2.7, the POE reflec-
tivity was measured at an incident angle of 30o because this value is close
to the average one. The SOE and the glue optical properties were instead
obtained from their nominal refractive indexes. Fused silica properties were
used for the SOE and, according to ref. [66], the same choice was made
for the optical glue. More exactly the refractive index description of these
optical elements is

n(λ) = 1.4441 +
4479

λ2
(2.17)

where λ is the wavelength expressed in nanometers. The product of all the
reflectance and transmittance curves gave the Spectral Transfer Function
(STF). This curve describes the spectral optical efficiency of the system.

2.4 Final result: illumination profile analysis

The result discussed at the end of section 2.2.2 is now analyzed including
in the ray tracing simulation the spectral properties of each optical ele-
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Figure 2.6: Spectral properties of TwinFocus® optical interfaces. The red
line is the product of the other curves and represents the Spectral Transfer
Function. The data concerning the front cover glass, the SOE and the ARC
describe the situation of normal incidence, while the data concerning the
POE refers to an incident angle of 30o.

ment. Several target parameters can be considered in order to evaluate the
optimized result. Incidence angle distributions, power collected by the 3J
cell, and irradiance uniformity on the target are the parameters that have
been used to accept or reject the optimized solution. For what concerns
the incidence angle distribution, according to Fresnel losses described in the
equation (2.2), a maximum incidence of 50o on the SOE was allowed. ARC
on the 3J cell allows higher incidence angles, up to 75o. These values are re-
ferred to Fresnel losses almost equal to a situation of normal incidence, while
higher incidence angles cause unacceptable optical losses. The figures 2.7,
2.8, 2.9 represent the incidence angles distributions projected on the front
cover glass. In this analysis were considered only light rays with a normal
incidence on the glass. The angles distribution on the mirror ranges from a
minimum of 23o to a maximum of 42o, and for this reason the reflectance
curve reported in figure 2.6 was measured using an incidence angle of 30o.
The angles distributions on the SOE and 3J cell are very important for the
optical efficiency of the final optics. These data are represented, like the
POE’s map, projecting the angle values on the front cover glass. The data
are also represented with two histograms in figure 2.10. As required by the
physical constraint, all the incidence angles on the SOE and on the 3J cell
are below, respectively, 50o and 75o.

After that the distributions of the incidence angles were studied a choice
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Figure 2.7: Map of the incidence angle on the POE, with a mean of 33o.
The angles are projected on the front cover glass.
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Figure 2.9: Map of the incidence angle on the 3J solar cell. The angles are
projected on the front cover glass.
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Figure 2.10: Histograms of the incident angles on the SOE (left) and on the
3J solar cell. In the first case the angles ranges from a minimum of 4o to
a maximum of 47o, while in the latter the angles ranges from a minimum
of 9o to a maximum of 75o The maximum values are within the physical
constraints.
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concerning the target binning was made. Discretization of the target has no
effect on the total collected power (or equivalently the number of rays) but
it can produce a loss of information of the irradiance profile shape. A low
discretization level generates a smooth irradiance profile so it’s not possible
to identify local target areas having a high irradiance level. At the same
time a high discretization level requires a large number of simulated rays
in order to control the statistical noise on the target bins. More details on
this topic can be found in the Appendix A. Several binning were chosen and
for each choice a ray tracing simulation that produces a 1% statistical error
on each pixel was performed. As a rule of thumb, a practical choice for
the measure of the irradiance uniformity level is the peak-mean-ratio [67],
that is the ratio between the highest and the mean irradiance values. It is
intuitive that a high binning level corresponds to a more realistic evaluation
of the peak-mean-ratio parameter. In figure 2.11 is reported the result of
this analysis and a number of 55×55 bins (or pixels) was chosen to produce
the final ray tracing reported in figure 2.12. This binning level was chosen
basically for two reasons. First of all this value is high enough to produce
a good evaluation of the uniformity parameter. Moreover the optical design
workflow described in section 2.2 uses as a 5.3 × 5.3mm2 target surface,
while the actual 3J cell surface is 5.5 × 5.5mm2, so the pixels on the 3J
edges should be dark and the risk of underestimation of the irradiance level
close to the edges of the cell is in this way limited. This binning level requires
approximately a number of 30Mrays in order to have a 1% statistical noise
on the number of collected rays by each pixel and, according to figure 2.5,
a ray tracing simulation requires approximately 15′.

Figure 2.12 shows the expected illumination profile over the 3J solar cell:
the total incident power is 14.740W (so the mean irradiance is 48.6W/cm2)
and the peak irradiance is 66.3W/cm2, so the peak-mean-ratio is 1.36. This
result was obtained including in the ray tracing simulation all the spectral
data: the source had a the standard spectral irradiance presented in figure
1.7 and the whole system had the STF presented in figure 2.6. Moreover
the ray tracing included also the the angular divergence of the Sun rays:
while the Sun has angular extension of ±0.265o the rays could hit the front
cover glass with an incidence angle within this range. The mean incident
irradiance can be used to calculate the real concentration ratio over the 3J
cell, that is

Creal =
48.6W/cm2

1 Sun
=

48.6W/cm2

0.09W/cm2
= 540× (2.18)

where 1 Sun is the irradiance over the front cover glass. This result can be
compared with the geometrical concentration factor defined in the equation
(2.1) in order to calculate the integral optical efficiency
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Figure 2.11: Comparison between the discretization level of the 3J solar cell
with the estimation of the peak-mean-ratio parameter. In each ray tracing
simulation the number of simulates rays produces a statistical error of 1%
on the number of rays collected by each pixel.

ηoptics =
540×
783×

= 69% (2.19)

which describes the percentage of the power that is transferred from the
source to the target. This value is in some way related to the electrical
current generated by the 3J solar cell, but its correct interpretation is valid
only from an optical point of view: it’s important to note that the 3J cell
works on 3 different spectral ranges (as explained in figure 1.6) and that the
current generated by the 3J cell is the lowest between the current generated
by the three sub-junctions. To correctly translate the optical efficiency into
electrical performance of the system it is necessary to consider the External
Quantum Efficiency (EQE) curves. The topic of the electrical performance
of the CPV system is largely developed in chapter 5. For what concerns
the irradiance uniformity, in literature there are several papers that discuss
how different irradiance profiles affect the solar cell electrical performance,
and according to ref. [67] a peak-mean-ratio of 1.36 decrease the Fill Factor
(FF ) by less than 1% respect to a uniform profile. More details about the
performance of TwinFocus® optics under various conditions are discussed
in the chapter devoted to the tolerance analysis.
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Figure 2.12: Distribution of the irradiance over the 3J solar cell. The power
incident on the 3J cell is 14.740W and the peak irradiance is 66.3W/cm2,
so the peak-mean-ratio is 1.36. This map has been obtained with a detector
made by 55× 55 pixel that collects 2.5 · 107 rays so, according to Appendix
A, the error on the irradiance of each pixel is 1%.
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Chapter 3

Manufacturing the optical
elements

In this chapter the manufacturing processes of the Primary Optical
Element (POE) and the Secondary Optical Element (SOE) are de-
scribed. Much effort was spent in the realization of the POE because
it greatly influences the performance of the optical system. For this
purpose a screening experiment was performed in order to identify
the most important parameters of the injection molding process.

Manufacturing a prototype is a fundamental step during the design of
a new product. This step requires a previous know-how concerning the
production processes, but its importance comes from the new knowledge
that can be learnt during prototyping. The interaction with manufacturers
is fundamental in order to effectively understand strengths and limits of the
technologies involved. POE and SOE depend both on an injection molding
process, but the optical element that strongly affects the optical efficiency is
the first one. For this reason great attention was given particularly for the
production of the POE.

3.1 Manufacturing the POE

POE is a polycarbonate (PC) substrate made through an injection molding
process that is then aluminized with a Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD).
During the PVD process the POE is also protected with a SiO2 coating.
Nowadays this is the mainstream technology particularly for the production
of automotive headlamps and street lamps. There are basically two impor-
tant aspects during the realization of the POE: the molding process and the
PVD process. In this thesis great care was given particularly to the first
aspect.
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Parameter Optimal value

Melt temperature, Tmelt 280-300 °C
Mold temperature, Tmold, Tcore 60-110 °C
Injection speed, vfill moderate-fast
Hold pressure, Phold 70-110 bar
Hold time, thold depends by the process

Table 3.1: Optimal parameters for the injection molding of polycarbonate
Makrolon 2407

3.1.1 Injection molding process

The idea behind injection molding technology is really simple, but the pro-
cess itself involves a large number of parameters and requires a good ex-
perience. For these reasons it is not easy to produce a satisfactory prod-
uct. Figure 3.1 represents a molding process scheme. A hopper collects the
“feed” of the process (i.e. the plastic granules, for example polycarbonate)
and then the granules are grinded with a screw. Meanwhile some resistive
heaters heat up the plastic until it is melted. The screw then forces the
melted plastic into a nozzle and injects it into the mold. The mold is usu-
ally a steel tool composed by two (or more) parts: as shown in figure 3.1
the two main components are the the mold cavity and the mold core. The
sequence of events during the injection mold of a plastic part is called the
injection molding cycle. The cycle begins when the mold closes, followed by
the injection of the polymer into the mold cavity. Once the cavity is filled,
a holding pressure is maintained to compensate for material shrinkage. In
the next step, the screw turns, feeding the next shot to the front screw.
This causes the screw to retract as the next shot is prepared. Once the part
is sufficiently cool, the mold opens and the part is ejected [68]. Figure 3.2
shows the mold used for the production of the POEs.

According to the experience of the mold manufacturer a specific type of
polycarbonate was chosen. More exactly the Makrolon 2407 is the poly-
carbonate chosen because of its mechanical and finishing properties. The
table 3.1 summarizes the most appropriate parameters for Makrolon 2407
suggested by the PC vendor and by the mold manufacturer. These param-
eters can influence the shape of the POE (i.e. the optical efficiency) so a
screening experiment is mandatory in order to understand and to handle
the injection molding process. Before that the screening experiment is faced
it is necessary to develop a strategy to measure and reconstruct the POE.

3.1.2 Measure and reconstruction of the POE

A Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) was used to measure the POE
surfaces. It is shown in operation in figure 3.3. The output of such instru-
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Figure 3.1: Scheme of the injection molding process. After that the plastic
granules are grinded and melted, the polymer is injected into a steel cavity
and then solidifies into a shape that has conformed to the contour of the
mold.

Figure 3.2: Picture of the mold used for the production of the POEs. On the
left is shown the mold core while on the right is shown the mold cavity. On
the right is it also possible to see the POE immediately after a production
cycle.
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Figure 3.3: Left: a POE is shown. The red dots represent the reference
points that the CMM used for the alignment process. Right: CMM in
operation.

ment is a point cloud composed by approximately 24500 points for each POE
representing the actual coordinates of the POE surfaces. These coordinates
were then compared to the ideal ones. Figure 3.4 shows the error along the
z axis between the actual and the ideal surfaces. After that the point cloud
was collected, a 3rd order polynomial fit was used to interpolate each one of
the eight POE surfaces, so a single concentrator was reconstructed through
eight 3rd order polynomial equations. These equations were then imported
in the ray tracing software and the actual POE was reconstructed. The
subsequent ray tracing simulation gave the expected irradiance profiles on
the two 3J solar cells. Figure 3.5 shows the CMM data and the ray tracing
results of a POE that was made with these molding parameters: Tmelt =
290 °C, Tmold = Tcore = 90 °C, vfill = 25mm/s, Phold = 110 bar, thold = 20s,
tcycle = 65s. The simulation result is that the power collected by the two
solar cells is 13.74W, so a lack of 7% respect to the ideal 14.74W is expected.
The power collected by the 3J cell is in some way related to the electrical
power generated by the 3J cell itself, so a lack between the electrical power
generated by the ideal and the tested optics is expected. This topic will be
discussed in chapter 5.

3.1.3 Screening experiment of the injection molding process

A better comprehension of the injection molding process was mandatory
after the results shown in figures 3.4 and 3.5. According to ref. [69] a
statistical approach in Designing an Experiment (DOE) was used. Before
that the experiment was performed the most appropriate parameters must
be chosen. In this step the manufacturer’s experience played a fundamental
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Figure 3.4: Top view of a POE measured with a CMM. The points represent
the difference between the ideal and the actual POE surfaces along the z
axis (perpendicular to this sheet).
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Figure 3.5: Irradiance profiles expected on the 3J solar cells of the concen-
trator represented in figure 3.4. In both cases the expected collected power is
13.74W. The most important injection molding parameters used in this case
are Tmelt = 290�, Tmold = Tcore = 90�, vfill = 25mm/s, Phold = 110bar,
thold = 20s. The cycle time is 65s.
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role in order to reduce the number of guesses and the trial and error tests, so
to focus the attention to the most important parameters. The following list
is the scheme adopted for the screening experiment described in this section

- Statement of the problem: a discrepancy between the expected and
the real POE exists;

- Selection of the response variables: the power collected by the 3J solar
cell after the reconstruction of the POE surfaces;

- Choice of the factors and ranges: factors listed in table 3.1;

- Choice of experimental design: screening experiment;

- Statistical analysis and conclusions.

The factors listed in table 3.1 are six, that are too many to perform a
complete 26 screening experiment. Moreover the mold and the cavity tem-
peratures are factors that require a long time to be changed due to the
high thermal capacity and low thermal conductivity of the steel mold. This
means that if these parameters are introduced in the screening experiment a
long time is required to properly set them and to perform the whole experi-
ment. For these reasons a short pre-screening experiment was performed in
order to understand if the mold temperature could affect the POE shape.
According to table 3.1 a typical mold temperature is in the range 60−110�,
so several POEs were manufactured at different mold temperatures. As al-
ready described in section 3.1.2, these POEs were then measured with a
CMM and the optical surfaces reconstructed. The results of the ray tracing
simulation are summarized in the next table

110� 70� 60� 50�
Power 3J 14.24W 14.01W 14.11W 14.08W

Table 3.2: Power collected by the 3J cell for different mold temperatures.
P = (14.11±0.10) W. In the ray tracing simulation the number of simulated
rays is 40 · 106 with a 2× 2 source, so the statistical error of the power value
is 4 · 10−3W. More details can be found in Appendix A.

The power collected by the 3J cell is P = (14.11±0.10) W, so the percentage
variation is less than 1%. During this experiment all the other parameters
were maintained to constant values: Tmelt = 290 °C, Tcore = 90 °C, vfill =
25mm/s, Phold = 80 bar, thold = 20s, tcycle = 65s. In order to test if the
mold temperature has a significant effect on the power collected by the 3J
cell a statistical test was performed. The null hypothesis H0 says that all
the power presented in table 3.2 belong to the same normal distribution.
More formally
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H0 : µi = µ

H1 : at least one µi is different to µ
(3.1)

where µi are the power values presented in table 3.2 and µ is the average
power of the normal distribution. H1 is called alternative hypothesis. The
hypothesis were tested through a χ2 test and the result is χ2

3 = 2.8 · 105,
which means that the null hypothesis is rejected with a significance level
lower than 0.001. In other words, the mold temperature has an effect on
the POE shape but, because the percentage variation of the power collected
is less than 1%, this effect is small so it is better to investigate it after the
identification of parameters with larger effects. According to this result, the
mold temperature chosen for the subsequent screening experiment was the
most typical value for the polycarbonate in use, that is 90 �.

After that this pre-screening investigation was concluded, three molding
parameters where identified as the most appropriate to perform a complete
23 screening experiment. The information of the experimental planning are
summarized in the cause-and-effect (or fishbone) diagram is shown in figure
3.6. The chosen parameters are the hold pressure, the hold time, and the
fill speed, while the constant factors during the molding process are the
melt temperature (290 �), the core and mold temperature (both 90 �),
the polycarbonate (Makrolon 2407) and the operator. Cycle time was not
modified because it is directly related to the production cost and 65s was
chosen as an acceptable value.

A B C
level Phold[bar] thold [s] vfill [mm/s]

High (+) 90 30 35
Low (-) 70 10 15

Table 3.3: Parameters and levels of the screening experiment.

The eight samples were randomized and table 3.4 shows in which order
they were realized. The reconstruction of the eight POEs gave the values
reported in figure 3.7. A regression model with two factors interaction was
then applied

y =β0 + βAxA + βBxB + βCxC+

+βABxAB + βACxAC + βBCxBC + ε
(3.2)

where β0 is the average of all the observations, βi (i = A,B,C,AB,AC,BC)
are the parameters of the regression model, xi represents the level of each
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parameter (its value could be +1, high, or −1, low), and ε is a random
error term also called residual term. Variables xAB, xAC , xBC represent the
interaction between the three factors. The effect of a factor is defined as
the change in response produced by a change in the level of the factor. The
levels are called “high” and “low” and they are associated to a “+” and
a “−” sign, respectively. The main effect of factor A is, for example, the
difference between the average response at the high level and the average
response at the low level of A. The effect of factor A and the corresponding
regression coefficient are then

A =

(
13.89 + 13.84 + 13.79 + 13.77

4

)
+

+

(
14.52 + 14.49 + 14.47 + 14.49

4

)
= −0.67

and βA =
A

2
=
−0.67

2

(3.3)

In the same way is it possible to calculate all the factor effects and the
regression coefficients and the results are summarized in table 3.5. This
result required an analysis particularly through a hypothesis testing. The
analysis of the data presented in figure 3.7 consisted in testing the influence
of the factors A,B,C,AB,AC,CB on the power collected by the 3J cell.
More formally the null and the alternative hypothesis are

H0 : βA = βB = βC = βAB = βAB = βBC = 0

H1 : at least one βi 6= 0
(3.4)

At this point is was necessary to choose a level at which the null hypothesis
is rejected or not. The α−value, or level of significance, was set to 0.05

Held-constant 

factors 

Uncontrollable 

factors 

Controllable 

factors 

PC Makrolon 2407 

Cycle time 

Melt temperature 

Operator 

Ambient temperature 

Hold pressure 

Hold time 

Fill velocity 

3J power 

collected 

Core and mold temperature 

Figure 3.6: Cause-and-effect, or fishbone, diagram of the 23 screening exper-
iment. This diagram represents which factors modify the the power collected
by the 3J solar cell.
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num A B C

1 - - +
2 + + -
3 + - -
4 - + +
5 + - +
6 - + -
7 + + +
8 - - -

Table 3.4: Parame-
ters and levels of the
screening experiment
listed in the chronolog-
ical order as each test
was performed.
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Figure 3.7: Power collected by the 3J solar
cell in the eight situations of the 23 screening
experiment.

and a P-value approach was adopted. The P-value is the smallest level of
significance that would lead to rejection of the null hypothesis H0. More
details on its definition can be found in ref. [69]. The result of the analysis
is shown in figure 3.8 and in table 3.6: the only factor that is significantly
different form zero at a confidence level of 95.0% is the hold pressure. More
exactly the A value reported in table 3.5 is negative so the lower the hold
pressure the higher the power collected by the 3J cell. Neglecting all the
terms that are statistically zero, the model presented in equation (3.2) can
be simply rewritten

y = 14.1575− 0.67

2
xA + ε (3.5)

so the regression model is linear respect to the hold pressure factor. In the P-
value approach adopted it was made the assumption that the eight samples
were randomized and that they came from independent populations that
could be described with a normal distribution. This assumption was checked
using the normal probability plot represented in figure 3.9. It is important
to note that the y axis was arranged so that if the hypothesized distribution
adequately describes the data, the plotted points fall approximately along a
straight line.
The conclusion of this experiment is that the lower the hold pressure the
higher the power collected by the 3J solar cell. This is unfortunately in con-
trast with the optimal hold pressure for polycarbonate: PC requires indeed
a high hold pressure in order to guarantee optimal mechanical properties.
In this situation the choices are different: accept the optical losses (only if
the optics is still cost effective) or modify the mold in order to correct the
POE wrong shape. This second option could be faced in two different ways:
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model term effect estimate

average, β0 14.1575
A -0.67
B -0.020
C -0.055
AB -0.015
AC -0.030
BC 0.020

Table 3.5: Estimated effects on
the power collected by the 3J cell.
Each effect is also related to the
corresponding coefficient of the re-
gression model.

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

AB

B:Time

BC

AC

C:Speed

A:Pressure

Estimated effect

Figure 3.8: Effect of each factor.
The blue line represents the 0.05
significance level: the only fac-
tor that has a probability greater
than 5% to influence the power
collected by the 3J is A.

Source sum of squares dof P-value

A:Phold 0.8978 1 0.0048
B:thold 0.0008 1 0.1560
C:vfill 0.00605 1 0.0577
AB 0.00045 1 0.2048
AC 0.0018 1 0.1051
BC 0.0008 1 0.1560
Total error 0.90775 7

Table 3.6: Analysis of variance for power. Only the source A has a P-value
that is less than 0.05, indicating that it is significantly different from zero
at the 95.0% confidence level.
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Figure 3.9: Normal probability plot of the residuals. Arranging the y axis
the points fall approximately along a straight line, so the independence
assumption had been checked.
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modifying the POE optical surfaces or modifying the POE frame (i.e. the
back side of the POE) in order to change its mechanical properties. The
best choice seems the last one, but as things stand at the conclusion of this
PhD work, a solution was not been yet found.

3.2 Manufacturing the SOE

In section 2.1 the technological and mechanical constraints concerning the
SOE were described. These constraints are both related to the process
adopted to manufacture this optical element. In the next section the pro-
duction process of the SOE is described and in particular the constraints
introduced are highlighted.

3.2.1 SiVARA�Sol-Gel process

Unlike the POE, the SOE shape doesn’t heavily affect the optical efficiency
of the system, particularly when the optics is perfectly aligned. This state-
ment is due to a couple of considerations. First of all equation (1.9) states
that slope errors of a refractive surface are less critical with respect to slope
errors of a reflective surface. Moreover the optical path length between the
POE and the SOE cell is about twenty times larger than the optical path
length between the SOE’s entrance aperture and the 3J cell. These two
considerations make the SOE entrance surface more tolerant to geometrical
imperfections respect to the POE reflective surfaces. This is the reason why
the injection molding process of the SOE has not been deeply studied as

Figure 3.10: Left: complete receiver including the 3J solar cell and the SOE
glued on it. Right: picture of the PC vessel that is used for the manufacture
of the SOE. The inner volume of the PC vessel is eight times the volume of
the fused silica SOE.
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Figure 3.11: Key steps during the production process of the SOE. More
details can be found at www.savosil.com

indeed was made for the POE. As for the POE, the production of the SOE
begins with the injection molding of a PC component. This component in
shown in figure 3.10 and it’s inner volume is exactly eight (23) times the
volume of the desired SOE. The name of the subsequent process is called
SiVARA �Sol-Gel and this is a proprietary process which owner is the com-
pany Evonik. The glass resulting from the process is called SAVOSIL �. The
first step consists in realize the sol, a mix of water, DYNASYLAN® (SiH4)
and AEROSIL®. The latter component is in particular the most important
in the whole process because it is composed by SiO2 nanoparticles suspended
into a solvent. This chemical compound is thixotropic, which means that it
becomes viscous in static conditions. The sol is then poured in the polycar-
bonate vessel and it dries releasing the water molecules in the air. During
this process the compound becomes a gel (more exactly ACQUAGEL®)
made by an amorphous structure of silicon bi-oxide. The resulting object is
then extracted from the polycarbonate vessel and maintained into heating
chamber at 1400 �. During this process the gel compound becomes SiO2

glass (SiO2 has a glass transition at 1150 �) and it shrinks its length along
each direction by 50%. The final optical element is 99.99% made by SiO2,
the accuracy along each direction is less than 1/1000 the object length and
its roughness is in the range 15− 50nm. The great potential of this technol-
ogy in nonimaging (as well as imaging) optics is the freedom in the design
and production of freeform surfaces. The producer of SAVOSIL �does not
declare a maximum volume for the optical components: the volume has
an impact only in the time required for the drying process. Even if with
SiVARA �Sol-Gel process it is possible to create freeform surfaces, it in-
troduces a mechanical constraint that consists in the ability of the optical
component to be extracted from the vessel in which the sol has been poured.

www.savosil.com
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Cost chart

projection for the production of 1MWp

Glass = 0.044 €êW
POE = 0.24 €êW
SOE Hx2L = 0.15 €êW
3J cell Hx2L = 0.21 €êW

Figure 3.12: Chart representing the impact of each optical component to the
final cost. Optical glue is not included because it has a negligible weight. The
optical components, including the 3J cell, have an impact on TwinFocus®

system cost of about 0.64e/W.

More details on the shape of the SOE can be found in Appendix B.

3.3 Cost analysis

A detailed cost analysis is here not discussed, but some data are given. In
chapter 5 will be discussed the expected electrical power generated by a
TwinFocus® concentrator, that is approximately 10.5W in standard oper-
ating conditions (which means that the system is operating under reference
solar spectrum ASTM G173-03 and with the 3J cell at 40 � above air tem-
perature). A short-term projection of TwinFocus® optics cost, including
glass cover, POE with metallization and protection, two SOEs, optical glue,
and two 3J cells is 6.76e/concentrator. This projection has been made in
the hypothesis of producing 1MWp, considering current market prices and
without including the effect of any learning curve. In this calculation no
additional equipping or manufacturing costs are included. In conclusion
the optical components, including the 3J solar cells, have an impact on
TwinFocus® system cost of about 0.64e/W. Considering the current PV
market status, as of today a complete CPV system does have to get the goal
of 2e/W in order to be cost-effective [70].
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Chapter 4

Tolerance analysis of
TwinFocus optics

A good understanding of the tolerances of an optical system is essen-
tial before its realization, even though nonimaging optics are more
tolerant than imaging ones. In this chapter a tolerance analysis of
TwinFocus® optics presented in the previous chapters is performed
from several points of view. The goal is to estimate the power col-
lected by the 3J cell in various conditions and to identify criticali-
ties.

Tolerance analysis requires on-field experience about the processes and
the technology involved during manufacturing. The nonimaging optics pre-
viously described uses customized solution: knowledge about tolerances can-
not be found in literature so experience concerning TwinFocus® optical
scheme must be built. According to [45] the errors that can occur in non-
imaging optical systems are:

- System: this kind of errors vary from one optics to another, such as
relative position and tilting angles between the optical components.
These errors are tipically described through a normal distribution.

- Gross: these errors are due to fabrication blunders. They introduce
errors such as systematic shifts or misalignments.

- Process: these errors occur during the production process. For ex-
ample during an injection molding process the errors that can occur
are warping, sinking, and rippling. These errors can be limited setting
the appropriate process parameters.

- Roughness: arise from the inability to perfectly polish an optical
surface.
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The analysis concerning TwinFocus® optics was conducted considering var-
ious real conditions such as misalignment of the whole system, assembling
imperfections, and deformation of the POE due to temperature changes.
System and process errors were in particular investigated.

4.1 Angular acceptance

The first tolerance investigated was the situation in which all the optical
components are properly manufactured and assembled, while the whole sys-
tem is misaligned with respect to the incoming sunlight. This is a pure
system error. For this purpose a quantity called acceptance angle is com-
monly used in nonimaging optics literature. This parameter is defined as
the tilting angle at which the optical system performance is 90% of the
maximum. According to ref. [71] a method to classify the quality of the
concentrator optics is the Concentration-Acceptance Product (CAP) factor,
which is defined as follows

CAP = sinθ
√
Cg ≤ nglue (4.1)

where θ is the acceptance angle, Cg is the geometrical concentration factor
defined in equation (2.1), and nglue is the refractive index of the medium in
which the 3J cell is immersed. This equation states that for TwinFocus®

optics the maximum achievable CAP factor is nglue (that is approximately
1.46 at a wavelength of 500 nm). Acceptance angle was used at the beginning
of the design process as a target constraint: a requirement for TwinFocus®

optics was to guarantee an acceptance angle of ±1o for misalignment around
x and y axes. According to equation (4.1) this value is a typical choice for
nonimaging optics with concentration factor close to 1000×.

Because of its asymmetric shape TwinFocus® optics must be studied tilting
the whole system around both x and y axes. Figure 4.1 represents the result
of this study: the ray tracing simulations of the whole system in various
tilted positions indicate that TwinFocus® optics has an acceptance angle
that ranges from ±0.85o around x axis to +1.05o/−1.35o around y axis. As
a result the CAP factor is

0.41 ≤ CAP ≤ 0.65 (4.2)

that is a competitive result respect to the state-of-the-art high concentration
nonimaging optics for CPV [72] which have CAP factors in the range 0.6−
0.8. Figure 4.2 shows more details about TwinFocus® optics behavior in
different tilted conditions. More details about the electrical power generated
by the 3J solar cell under non-uniform irradiance profile can be found in
chapter 5.
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Figure 4.1: Power collected by the 3J cell tilting all the system around x and
y axes. Orientation of the axes is defined figure 4.3. The acceptance angles
range from a minimum of ±0.85o for x axes to a maximum of +1.35o/−1.05o

for y axes.

4.2 Optical elements assembling errors

During the assembling of a TwinFocus® module the optical components
could be not in their nominal positions. Uncertainties concerning their rel-
ative positions introduce variability in the power collected by the 3J solar
cell (i.e. in the expected system short circuit current and electrical power).
The next sections give an overview on the mechanical connections between
the optical components followed by a Monte Carlo tolerance analysis.

4.2.1 Details on the mechanics of the optics

As shown in figure 4.3 TwinFocus® system is made by several components.
For the subsequent analysis the most important are: a POE connected to
an aluminum heat sink, a receiver connected to the POE and to the heat
sink, a 3J solar cell that is soldered on the receiver, and a SOE that is glued
on the 3J cell. Two reference systems were introduced: the first one (x, y, z)
has the xy plane parallel to the front cover glass and the origin in the middle
of the POE, while the second (x′, y′, z′) has the same axes orientation but
the origin in the center of the 3J solar cell. The analysis started from the
measure of the position error of each optical component. In a first stage a
limited number of POEs and SOEs were built and their tolerance analysis
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Figure 4.2: In the background is it possible to see the power map presented
in figure 4.1. Over this map the irradiance profiles at various system tilting
angles are shown. The red number over each irradiance profile indicates the
power collected by the 3J solar cell in that tilted condition.
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Figure 4.3: The figure represents an overview of the TwinFocus® optics
with a small zoom in the upper right concerning the receiver. The average
sunrays direction is along z axis. Front cover glass is not shown.
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Figure 4.4: The figure represents receiver in its lodge: its position along
x′ and z′ axes is guaranteed by the aluminum heat sink while the position
along y′ axes is guaranteed by the POE. The 3J solar cell is soldered on the
receiver and the SOE is glued on the 3J cell.
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Component Parameter Measure

receiver Length (A) (44.150± 0.030) mm
Width (B) (31.504± 0.027) mm
y′ position −0.10 mm or +0.10 mm
z′ position −0.10 mm

3J cell δy′3Jcell (−0.063± 0.041) mm
δz′3Jcell (+0.024± 0.033) mm
θ3Jcell (−0.04± 0.29)o

SOE δy′SOE (−0.057± 0.031) mm
δz′SOE (+0.002± 0.042) mm
θSOE (−0.025o ± 0.246o)

POE θPOEx (−0.001o ± 0.022o)
θPOEy (+0.016o ± 0.026o)

Table 4.1: Tolerance distributions obtained from the measurement of 50
complete receivers and 2 complete TwinFocus® modules. The definition of
the reference system is shown in figures 4.3 and 4.4.

provided a little database on which the subsequent tolerance study was
performed.

As shown in figure 4.4 the receiver has an area (44.12 × 31.46mm2) that
is smaller than the area in which it is lodged (44.32 × 31.66mm2). It was
measured that during the assembling process the receiver has always one
side in contact with the heat sink and another side in contact with the
POE. More exactly the receiver has always an offset of −0.01mm along z′

axes and could have along y′ axes an offset of−0.01mm or +0.01mm with the
same probability. Table 4.1 summarizes the tolerance measures concerning
the optical components. Excluding the receiver position, which has already
been discussed, the other measures are described using an average and a
standard deviation value. It was chosen that these values describe various
normal distributions.

4.2.2 Monte Carlo tolerance analysis

The data included in table 4.1 were included in the ray tracing software
through a macro written in the ray tracing software programming language
and a Monte Carlo analysis was performed. Each ray tracing simulation
was made shooting 1’000’000 rays and using a 2 × 2 source so, according
to Appendix A, the statistic error of each simulation is 0.026W 1. In the
hypothesis that the errors introduced during the ray tracing and the Monte
Carlo simulations are both gaussian, their statistics combine in this way

1According to figure 2.12 and to Appendix A the average power collected in ideal
conditions is 14.740W ± 0.18% = (14.740 ± 0.026) W.
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Figure 4.5: Histograms that result from the Monte Carlo simulation. In both
cases the whole system is perfectly aligned respect to the sunrays. Green:
the POE and SOE optical elements are both ideal. Red: the POE considered
is the optical element reconstructed after the CMM measurement presented
in figure 3.4. The mean values of the histograms are (14.696± 0.053)W and
(13.795±0.095)W, respectively. The standard deviations include the Monte
Carlo standard deviations as well as the uncertainty introduced by the ray
tracing simulation.

σhistogram =
√
σ2

stat + σ2
MC (4.3)

where σhistogram is the standard deviation of the histograms shown in fig-
ure 4.5 (0.053W and 0.095W for the ideal and the real POE, respectively),
σstat = 0.026W is the statistical error calculated in Appendix A and σMC is
the standard deviation due to the Monte Carlo simulation. It follows that
the uncertainties introduced by the Monte Carlo simulation are

σMC =
√
σ2

histogram − σ2
stat

σidealMC =
√

0.0532 − 0.0262 = 0.046W

σrealMC =
√

0.0952 − 0.0262 = 0.091W

(4.4)

This result means that if the TwinFocus® system is perfectly aligned, each
optical element is perfectly manufactured and only the assembling errors
are taken into account, then the average power collected by the 3J cell is
(14.696 ± 0.046)W . If instead a real POE is considered, and more exactly
the one presented in figures 3.4 and 3.5, then the average power expected is
(13.795±0.091)W. The first result is in good agreement with the nominal one
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Figure 4.6: Power collected by the 3J cell for different POE’s temperatures.
In the ray tracing simulation the number of simulated rays is 4 · 107 with a
2 × 2 source, so the statistical error of the power value is 4 · 10−3W. More
details can be found in Appendix A.

(14.74W, ref. figure 2.12) and the width of the distribution is only 0.046W,
so this means that the assembling process does not introduce a significant
variability in the power collected by the 3J solar cell. The latter result has
a small dispersion too, which is only 0.091W, and the power collected by
the 3J cell is slightly larger than the expected one (13.74W, ref. figure 3.5).
This is due to the receiver’s offset along z′ axis, which helps the imperfect
POE to collect a higher light power.

4.3 Effect of the temperature on POE performance

The last tolerance analysis investigated concerns once more the POE be-
cause this optical element could affect the optical efficiency also with small
shaping imperfections. In this section is described how the POE’s temper-
ature is related to the power collected by the 3J solar cell. Only the POE’s
temperature effect is investigated while all the other parameters are left
constant to their nominal values. As already described in section 3.1.2, the
measure of the POE’s surfaces was performed through a CMM. After the
point cloud measurement the POE was then reconstructed and imported in
the ray tracing software. The measure was repeated at four different POE’s
temperatures using two tungsten lamps as heaters: the lamps were placed
close to the back side of the POE and they were controlled by a thermo-
couple connected to a closed-loop circuit and in contact with the back side
of the POE. During all the measures the air temperature was 21�. The
result of the POE reconstruction and the subsequent ray tracing simulation
is shown in figure 4.6. The graph shows that the power collected by the
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3J solar cell has a minimum when the POE’s temperature is about 30�.
Thank to thermal simulations and on-field measures it was estimated the
POE’s temperature under operating conditions (i.e. when the TwinFocus®

system is placed outdoor). This value depends on several factors such as
the Sun irradiance level, the position of the POE into the module and the
wind speed. For this reason POE’s temperature cannot be estimated with
high accuracy and it is about 15� above the air temperature. In the hy-
pothesis that during a sunny day the air temperature is 30− 35�, then the
POE’s temperature should be close to 50�. The graph in figure 4.6 shows
that close to this temperature, for example in the range 45−50�, there is a
variability in the power collected by the 3J solar cell (i.e. in the short-circuit
current generated) of about 2%. This result will be discussed again the next
chapter when the estimated electrical power generated by a TwinFocus®

module will be compared with a measure in operating conditions.
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Chapter 5

Electrical characterization of
TwinFocus optics

This chapter begins with the estimation of the short-circuit cur-
rent and the electrical PV power generated by a TwinFocus® semi-
concentrator starting from the Spectral Transfer Function (STF)
measured in the previous chapters. After that a simple model of
the triple junction (3J) solar cell is introduced, which is then used
to link the ray tracing radiometric results with the expected electri-
cal performances. The results are compared with outdoor measures
and a novel current-voltage meter for the measurement of the CPV
module current-voltage curve is also presented.

After that the design, the tolerance study, the manufacturing process
and the indoor test of TwinFocus® optics were concluded an outdoor test
of the whole system was necessary. For this purpose the prototypes analyzed
in the previous chapter were used to assemble some TwinFocus® modules.
Their outdoor performances were measured and compared with the expected
peak power. The first two sections of this chapter are devoted to the estima-
tion of the of the power generated by a TwinFocus® module in operating
conditions. The approaches adopted in these first two sections are different:
in the first one the TwinFocus® performance is estimated basically from the
Spectral Transfer Function and from the 3J cell datasheet, while the second
section refine the first estimation including a simple electric model of the 3J
solar cell.

Before facing the power estimation problem, the definition of standard mea-
suring conditions are given. These have been extensively discussed over the
years, and a standard definition nowadays largely adopted is [73] [74]:

- CSTC (Concentrator Standard Test Conditions): 900W/m2 direct-
normal irradiance, 25� cell temperature, ASTM G173-03 Direct ref-
erence spectrum. (laboratoty conditions)
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Spectrolab C3MJ+ datasheet

Voc 3.21 V
Isc 7.19 A/cm2

dVoc/dT −4.3mV/�
dJsc/dT +4.7mA/� · cm2

dη/dT −0.04%(abs)/�
area 5.5× 5.5mm2

fingers length 5.5mm, section 5× 10µm2

Table 5.1: Electrical performances of Spectrolab C3MJ+ solar cell [75] at
25� and under ASTM G173-03 spectrum with 50W/cm2 irradiance.

- CSOC (Concentrator Standard Operating Conditions): 900W/m2 direct-
normal irradiance, 20� ambient temperature, 2m/s wind speed, ASTM
G173-03 Direct reference spectrum. (ourdoor conditions)

More details about the ASTM G173-03 solar spectrum can be found in
section 1.2.2. In the following sections only the CSOC are considered. Until
this chapter the definition of efficiency was used to describe only the optical
performances of the TwinFocus® system (equation (2.19)). The description
of the whole TwinFocus® system performances is then given through the
electrical efficiency, which is defined as

ηelectrical =
P electrical
max

Pin
(5.1)

where P electrical
max is the power generated by the 3J solar cell and Pin (21.33W

in CSOC) is the electromagnetic power that hits the front cover glass.

5.1 STF and expected electrical power

The market of multi-junction solar cells offers nowadays almost only one
product for CPV application, that is the lattice-matched 3J solar cell, largely
discussed in section 1.2.2. Each 3J solar cell vendor has, anyway, it’s own
product with small differences respect to the competitors. In this chap-
ter only the Spectrolab C3MJ+ solar cell is considered. According to it’s
datasheet [75], the electrical performances of such 3J solar cell are reported
in table 5.1.

The Spectral Transfer Function (STF) calculated in section 2.3 was used to
estimate the short-circuit current (Isc) generated by the 3J cell in CSTC.
The STF used for this estimation does not include the ARC transmittance
because this spectral information is already included in the External Quan-
tum Efficiency (EQE) curves. Figure 5.1 shows then the Isc generated by
each p − n junction. Considering that the sub-junctions are connected in
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Figure 5.1: Isc generated by each p − n sub-junction. The expected short-
circuit current in CSTC is then 2.08A.

series, the Isc expected from the 3J cell in CSTC is the minimum one, which
is 2.08A (TOP sub-junction). 3J cell temperature in CSOC was then intro-
duced through a thermal simulation, whose value is

TCSOC
cell = 25�+

Voc
CSOC − VocCSTC

dVoc/dT
= 25�+

3.04V− 3.21V

−4.3mV/�
= 65� (5.2)

where 3.21V and 3.04V are the Voc values of the 3J cell in CSTC and
CSOC, respectively. This result means that in operating conditions the
TwinFocus® cooling system keeps the 3J cell at 40� over the air tem-
perature. The summary of the electrical performance analysis is reported
in table 5.2 and the main result in CSOC is an expected electrical power
generated by a 3J cell of 5.33W, with an electrical efficiency of the whole
semi-concentrator of 25.0%. In conclusion it is important to underline that
all these results were obtained considering a 3J cell with an uniform irradi-
ance profile. The next section will overcome this assumption with a 3J cell
model that includes local variation of the irradiance profile.

5.2 Triple junction solar cell distributed model

Traditionally a solar cell model considers one or two diodes for the recom-
bination, one series resistance, one shunt resistance and one current source.
According to figure 5.2 the current density generated by single-diode solar
cell that flows through a load is

J = Jph − J0

[
e
V+JARs
nkbT/q − 1

]
− V + JARs

Rsh
(5.3)
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3J cell at 25� (CSTC) 3J cell at 65� (CSOC)

Voc 3.21 V 3.04 V
Isc 2.08 A 2.14 A
FF 84.9% 81.9%
Pmax 5.67 W 5.33 W
ηelectrical 26.6% 25.0%

Table 5.2: Electrical performances of a TwinFocus® semi-concentrator in
CSTC and in CSOC calculated from the STF. The 3J cell temperature was
estimated from thermal simulations and outdoor measurement of Voc.

Rsh 

Rs 

Load Jph 

J 

V 

Figure 5.2: Solar cell single-diode equivalent circuit. Equation (5.3) de-
scribes its electrical properties.

Rs 

Jph
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i:j 

Jph
MID

i:j 

Jph
BOT

i:j 

Rf Rf pixel i,j 

3J cell divided in 13x13 pixel 
V+ 

V–  

Figure 5.3: Electrical scheme of the 3J cell distributed model. On the left is
shown a 3J cell with its own front metal grid (fingers). The cell is divided
into 13 × 13 pixels, which one has the electrical scheme shown in the right
figure. Each (i, j) pixel is associated to a proper irradiance level according
to the irradiance profile that results from the ray tracing simulation.
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where Jph is the photovoltaic current density, J0 is the reverse saturation
current density, V is the load voltage, A is the solar cell area, Rs is the
parasitic series resistance, n is the diode ideality factor, kb is the Boltzmann
constant, T is the cell temperature, q is the elementary charge, and Rsh is
the parasitic shunt resistance. Because the irradiance profile over the 3J cell
could be non-uniform, a three-dimensional or at least a distributed model is
mandatory in order to properly describe the solar cell current-voltage (I-V)
characteristic curve. Over the years many models have been introduced for
single junction [76] [77] as well as multi-junction [78] [79] solar cells. In
an ideal case Rsh and Rs are, respectively, infinite and zero. Their value
influence the Fill Factor (FF ), so the solar cell electrical efficiency. As shunt
resistance decreases, the difference between the current density generated
by the solar cell and the current density J increases, and this difference
is proportional to the solar cell voltage. As series resistance increases, the
difference between the junction voltage and the terminal voltage becomes
greater, and this difference is proportional to the current density J . For this
reason the most limiting parameter of a solar cell for its proper operation
at high irradiance values is its series resistance.
A triple-junction single-diode model that takes into account only a parasitic
series resistance was considered in order to study the effect of irradiance
non-uniformity due to TwinFocus® optics. The model adopted considers a
3J cell divided into several pixels, each one made by the series connection of
three sub-cells represented in figure 5.3. In this model the series resistance
takes into account only the emitter sheet resistance (Rs) and the front metal
grid (Rf , also known as fingers) because these are the most critical partic-
ularly at high current density. As shown in figure 5.3 the latter resistance
connects each pixel together along the direction of the grid. The emitter
resistance is

Rs = Rsheet · ratio = 100
Ω

�
· 1 · 1

6
= 16.7Ω (5.4)

where Rsheet is the sheet resistance [80] [81], the ratio factor is the aspect
ratio of a pixel (a square has an aspect ratio of 1), and 1/6 is a factor
discussed in section C.2. The finger resistance is

Rf = ρAl
lf
Sf

np
nf · np

= 2.65 · 10−8Ωm
5.5 · 10−3m

50 · 10−12m2

1

6
= 0.01567Ω (5.5)

where ρAl is the aluminum resistivity, lf and Sf are respectively the fingers
length and cross section, np is the number of pixels along a cell side, and
nf is the number of fingers. The factor 1/6 is discussed in section C.2.
For what concerns the choice of np, as a rule of thumb the larger it is the
more accurate is the distributed electrical model. Anyway, the larger the
number of 3J cell pixels the slower are both the ray tracing and the electrical
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3J cell at 25� (CSTC) 3J cell at 65� (CSOC)

Voc 3.21V 3.04V
Isc 2.09A 2.14A
FF 84.4% 82.4%
Pmax 5.65W 5.37W
ηelectrical 26.5% 25.2%

Table 5.3: Electrical performances of a TwinFocus® semi-concentrator in
CSTC and in CSOC simulated through the distributed model.

distributed model simulations, but the smaller the number of 3J cell pixels
the larger is the peak/mean ratio error. According to figure 2.11 the number
of 13 pixel for each cell side was chosen as a trade-off between these factors.

The setup of the simulation is deeper discussed in Appendix C, particularly
for what concerns the dependencies of the model parameters respect to the
cell temperature and the concentration factor. The distributed model was
used to simulate the 3J cell in CSOC using the prescribed TwinFocus®

optics presented in chapter 2. This means that the 3J cell simulated tem-
perature is 65�. The system was simulated in various tilting conditions in
order to compare the electrical results with the tolerance analysis presented
in section 4.1. Through the electrical distributed model just presented is it
possible to simulate the I-V curve of a solar cell, as the one presented in
figure 5.4. From this simulation some characteristic values, such as Isc, Voc,
FF, Pmax and electrical efficiency ηelectrical, are obtained. The power that
hits the front cover glass is 21.33W, so the electrical efficiency was calcu-
lated using equation (5.1) respect to this input power. Table 5.3 summarizes
the main results of the distributed model simulation: the model predicts an
electrical efficiency of 26.5% and 25.2% in CSTC and in CSOC, respectively.
These results have an error that is less than 1% respect to the efficiency pre-
dicted from the STF, reported in table 5.2. This means that the model is
quite accurate and that the expected irradiance profile nonuniformity does
not affect the 3J electrical efficiency.

Figure 5.5 shows the results of the electrical distributed model simulation.
The main result is represented by the electrical efficiency map, which quan-
tify the expected maximum efficiency conversion and also defines the elec-
trical acceptance angles. In section 4.1 the optical acceptance angles were
calculated from the map representing the radiative power collected from
a 3J cell (top-left map of figure 5.5), which were ±0.85o for x axis and
+1.05o/− 1.35o for y axis. The electrical acceptance angles are instead cal-
culated from the map representing the electrical power generated by a 3J
cell (bottom-left map of figure 5.5), which are ±0.80o for x axis and ±1.00o

for y axis. The latter is also proportional to the electrical efficiency map.
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in CSOC if no manufacturing or system errors are introduced. Isc= 2.14A,
Voc= 3.03V, Pmax = 5.37W.

5.3 Outdoor test of TwinFocus® concentrator

The last test presented concerning TwinFocus® system is the outdoor mea-
surement of its electrical performances. In order to accurately perform the
measure of the I-V curve a dedicated I-V meter was designed and realized.
After that the I-V curve tracer is presented, a comparison between the out-
door measures and the distributed model simulation are discussed.

5.3.1 I-V curve tracer

Most of the I-V curve tracers for photovoltaic applications use a capacitor
as a PV load: the capacitor accumulates charges whilst the current and
the voltage data are measured and stored. Many solutions to the problem
of tracing the I-V curve of a PV module have been presented [82] and the
I-V meter realized is a variant of the bipolar power amplifier solution [83]
[84]. According to its electrical scheme, presented in figure 5.6, the voltage
of the node B is controlled by the input voltage Vcontrol. More exactly the
amplification factor of the operational amplifier X3 is

GX3 = − R5

R11
= −3 (5.6)

and the voltage of the node B, said VB, drives the voltage of node A, said VA.
The latter is also the 3J cell voltage, which is red through the operational
amplifier X2. The current generated by the 3J cell flows through the cables
Rs that connect it to the I-V curve tracer, then flows through the Shottky
diode D9 (MBR340), the resistor R7 (1Ω), the bipolar transistor Q2 (TIP
3055), and is finally absorbed by the negative reference voltage supplier.
Resistor R7 is necessary to measure the current intensity, which is done
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Figure 5.5: Results of the electrical distributed model simulation. The 3J cell
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cell1 cell2 model

Voc[V] 3.020± 0.023 3.020± 0.023 3.010
Isc[A] 2.105± 0.049 2.085± 0.049 2.049
Vmax[V] 2.522± 0.023 2.550± 0.023 2.530
Imax[A] 2.050± 0.049 2.012± 0.049 1.999
Pmax[W] 5.17± 0.13 5.13± 0.13 5.058
FF [%] 81.5± 2.9 81.3± 2.9 82.0
ηelectrical[%] 24.2± 0.6 24.1± 0.6 23.7

Table 5.4: Comparison between the measured and the simulated 3J solar
cells in outdoor conditions.

through the operational amplifier X1. Resistor R7 value is exactly 1Ω and
is used to convert the measured voltage into the cell current with a gain
of 1A/1V. The electrical scheme also highlights in red the parasitic series
resistance introduced by the cable that connects the 3J cell to the I-V meter.
It’s influence in the I-V data must be taken into account due to the high
short-circuit current. Parasitic series resistance value is

Rs = ρCu
lcable
Scable

= 1.5 · 10−8Ωm
5m

1.5mm2
= 5 · 10−2Ω (5.7)

where ρCu is the copper resistivity, lcable and Scable are the cable length and
cross section, respectively.
The I-V curve tracer was controlled with a LabVIEW virtual instrument: a
NI9263 module regulates the input voltage Vcontrol while voltages Vcell, Icell,
and VB were acquired with a NI9215 module. Figure 5.7 shows the control
and output voltages acquired from a 3J cell.

5.3.2 Measures and comparison with distributed model

The electrical distributed model and the I-V curve tracer discussed, re-
spectively, in section 5.2 and 5.3.1 are now compared. During the sunny
days of 2014 several outdoor measures of TwinFocus® concentrators were
performed, but only some of them were in acceptable operating conditions:
CSOC require particular irradiance spectrum and intensity, and the air tem-
perature cannot be too distant to the standard value, so the I-V curves here
presented concern a concentrator that was measured in conditions close to
the CSOC ones. The operating conditions for the presented measures were:

- date and hour: 9th June 2014, 16:45 (daylight saving time);

- place: Legnaro, Padua, Italy (45.3546N, 11.9457E);

- DNI: 900W/m2 ± 1%, AirMass 1.50 Direct;

- Tair = 30�± 1.5�.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison between electrical distributed model and outdoor
measures. The red line represents the simulated I-V curve obtained through
the POE reconstructed at 50� and the 3J cell at 70�, while the green and
blue dots represent the I-V curves of two TwinFocus® semi-concentrators
measured in CSOC.

According to the measured air temperature of 30� the distributed model
assumed that the simulated cell temperature was 70� and that the POE
temperature was 50�, so the POE measured through a CMM in this working
conditions (section 4.3) was used for the ray tracing simulation. Voltage and
current of the 3J cells were both measured with a NI9215 cDAQ module and
are affected by several errors, which are now discussed.

- Voltage errors.

o Air temperature: the air temperature influences the 3J temper-
ature, so its voltage. The thermocouple used for the measure (J
type) has an accuracy of ±1.5� which corresponds to ±6.5mV;

o Wind speed: this parameter influences the 3J temperature, so
its voltage. According to thermal simulations (here not shown),
±5� is the expected uncertainty of the 3J cell temperature. This
factor corresponds to an error of ±22mV;

o DAQ reading error: NI9215 has a 16-bit DAC, so its quantiza-
tion error in the range -10/+10V is ±0.31mV, which is negligible
respect the errors related to the 3J temperature. Gain and offset
errors, 0.02% and 0.014% respectively, are also negligible.

- Current errors.

o Air temperature: the air temperature influences the 3J tempera-
ture, so its current. The thermocouple used for the measure (K
type) has an accuracy of ±1.5� which corresponds to a negligible
error of ±2.0mA;
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o Wind speed: this parameter influences the POE temperature, so
its shape. According to thermal simulations and to figure 4.6,
±5� is the expected uncertainty of the POE temperature. This
factor corresponds to an error of about ±2% = ±42mA on the
power collected by the 3J cell, so on the current produced;

o DNI: this value, measured with a pyroheliometer Kipp&Zonen
CHP1, is directly related to the current produced. During the
measurements it had a variability of ±1% = ±21mA.

o Assembling: according to section 4.2.2 the assembling imperfec-
tions introduce an error on the power collected by the 3J cell of
±0.091W/17.795W = ±0.66% which means ±14mA;

o DAQ reading error: NI9215 has a quantization error of ±0.31mV,
which is negligible as well as gain and offset errors.

The conclusion of this error analysis is that the measure presented has errors
on the voltage and current values of ±23mV and ±49mA, respectively. The
measurements and their comparison with the distributed model are summa-
rized in the table 5.4: the agreement between the simulated and measured
values is good.

5.4 TwinFocus® system prototype

The concentrated photovoltaic module was developed in cooperation with
four private companies. The companies aim to enter into the solar market
with an innovative product, thus they funded part of the research. At the
end of this PhD work the result of this cooperation was the realization of
five prototypes. For this prototyping action it was decided that a complete
module, named TwinFocus®, is made of 12 concentrators (hence 24 3J solar

Module: 2.3 x 0.3 m2 

Concentrator 

Glass 

POE 

SOE 
3J cell 

Figure 5.9: Rendering of a TwinFocus® module (left) with a detailed view
of the optical components (right). The module shown is made by 12 con-
centrators and has an active area of approximately 0.57m2.
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Figure 5.10: Picture of 5 complete modules mounted on a tracking system
located in the spin-off AtemEnergia Srl® headquarter.

cells) assembled in a row. The module has then the dimension of 2.3×0.3m2

with an active area of 0.57m2. If no system or process errors are introduced
the expected electrical peak power in CSOC is 129W, which is 24 times
the power reported in table 5.3. The mechanical study performed on these
prototypes resulted in the tolerance analysis discussed in chapter 4.

Figure 5.10 shows 5 complete modules that are currently acquiring data.
According to the analysis conducted in section 3.1.2, these prototypes should
be affected by a lack of approximately 7% between the expected and the
measured electrical peak power, but figure 5.11 and table 5.5 highlight a
larger gap. The measurement was performed with an I-V curve tracer that
is a variant of the instrument presented in section 5.3.1. The operating
conditions for the presented measures were:

- date and hour: 17th June 2014, 17:00 (daylight saving time);

- place: Legnaro, Padua, Italy (45.3546N, 11.9457E);

- DNI: 711W/m2 ± 1%, AirMass 1.57 Direct;

- Tair = 30�± 1.5�.

The results of the measurement are summarized in table 5.5. The current
values (and in first approximation also the power value) are proportional
to the irradiance level: with a simple proportion between the DNI level in
CSOC (900W/m2) and in the measured condition (711W/m2) the expected
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Voc[V] 70.1
Isc[A] 1.55
Vmax[V] 63.5
Imax[A] 1.39
Pmax[W] 88.3
FF [%] 81.2
ηelectrical[%] 22.5

Table 5.5: On-field electrical characteristics of a TwinFocus® module.
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Figure 5.11: I-V curve of a TwinFocus® module with DNI= 711W/m2.
It’s electrical efficiency (22.5%) has a lack that is greater than the expected
7% between the nominal value (25.2).

peak power of one of the assembled modules shown in figure 5.10 is approxi-
mately 112W. The gap with the expected 129W is larger than 7%. It is not
within the scope of this thesis to analyze this difference, but few hypothesis
can be made. The I-V curve in figure 5.11 shows a large variability in the
current generated by the 3J cells because the current generated in the max-
imum power condition is less than the short-circuit current. This could be
due to system/process errors and unknown factors:

- variability in the aluminum coating reflectivity;

- mechanical assembling errors not considered in the tolerance analysis;

- the module contains a volume of air of about 60 l, so the natural
convection inside the module causes a variability in the temperature
of the POEs and the 3J cells.

In addition to these uncertainties the weather conditions also influence the
module efficiency. It’s a bit challenging to measure the system perfor-
mances in CSOC because spectral conditions, air temperature and wind
speed greatly influence the module efficiency.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this chapter the activities conducted into this PhD work are sum-
marized, particularly for what concerns the path for designing and
manufacturing a cost effective nonimaging optics. The chapter con-
cludes with some hints for the evolution of TwinFocus® optics.

6.1 Summary

The aim of this PhD thesis is to use mature and cost-effective technologies in
order to create a marketable CPV system. This thesis is particularly focused
on the design of a nonimaging optics for such application. The work started
from an analysis of this technology from various points of view: economical,
technological, and physical. Moreover a detailed constraints analysis was
carried out and a workflow procedure was developed. Its is interesting to
note that the same approach adopted for this work can be applied also to the
design of any other nonimaging optics device: automotive and general light-
ing are, in this aspect, the closest sectors to CPV technology. The choice of
the injection molding technology for the production of the POE is motivated
by the large know-how already understood about this process and also be-
cause it is a way to rapidly get a marketable nonimaging optics. Finding an
appropriate solution to the “CPV approach” means to look for the correct
trade-off between many parameters and constraints: choosing a reflector or
a lens is the first step for a CPV optical designer. The choice of a reflective
POE involves a lower optical efficiency because this solution requires an ad-
ditional glass cover, so it can be motivate only boosting the concentration
factor to a value that is large enough: reflective-based nonimaging optics so-
lutions are not affected by chromatic aberration like refractive-based ones,
so it possible to reduce the balance of system costs increasing the mirror area
without the introduction of limiting spectral mismatches. A low optical ef-
ficiency means also a low electrical efficiency so a mirror-based optics can
be motivated only through an accurate choice of the components using their
costs as the heaviest parameter into the system’s merit figure. Even though
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a mirror-based optics doesn’t seems the most natural choice, an electrical
conversion efficiency close to 25% and a cost of about 0.64e/W (including
the 3J solar cells) make TwinFocus® optics a solution that could reach the
market in the near future.

The main goals reached with this PhD work are now outlined.

- Taking advantage of the approach adopted in designing imaging op-
tics, the workflow procedure for the design of a nonimaging optics was
developed. Starting from the detailed analysis of the initial constraints
a freeform nonimaging doublet was designed through an iterative pro-
cedure.

- The manufacturing processes of optical components were accurately
studied. An experiment for the realization of the POE was performed
and useful information about the injection molding process were ob-
tained. A deeper investigation of the process is mandatory in order to
realize POEs that achieve a higher power level on the 3J solar cell.

- The tolerance analysis was faced from several points of view: system
and process errors were distinguished. System error analysis showed
that the optics is tolerant to system misalignments. Moreover the
achieved CAP value is competitive with the state-of-the-art nonimag-
ing optics for CPV, which means that the acceptance angle is large
compared to the chosen geometrical concentration factor. System er-
rors concerning the relative position of the optical components showed
that the production process adopted for the realization of several pro-
totypes generates an irrelevant dispersion of the power collected by
the 3J solar cell. This achievement is fundamental in order to limit
balance of system the assembling costs. One last original tolerance
analysis concerned the reconstruction of the POE for various operat-
ing temperatures. This result highlighted a particular behavior of the
POE and showed once more that a deeper comprehension of the POE
behavior in various conditions is mandatory.

- A link between the optical and the electrical simulations was estab-
lished: local variations of the irradiance level over the 3J cell were
considered through ray tracing simulations and this data were im-
plemented into an electrical distributed model of the 3J cell. Even
though the 3J cell model adopted for the evaluation was the simple
the agreement between the simulation and the measures is good.

- Several TwinFocus® prototypes were realized and for their outdoor
electrical characterization a dedicated I-V curve tracer was realized.
This instrument was used to measure some 3J cells in CSOC in order
to compare their I-V curve with the simulated one. The realization of
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several prototypes involved a real estimation of the optics cost. This
result makes the TwinFocus® optics a marketable solution for CPV
technology.

6.2 Opportunities for future work

The presented nonimaging optics solution provides a starting point for the
development of a full CPV system. Suggestions and opportunities for the
development of the presented work are now highlighted.

- A deeper investigation in the realization of the main optical element,
the POE, is mandatory in order to increase the power collected by the
3J solar cell. Also the dependency of the POE shape respect to its
temperature must be controlled. These tasks can be done designing
an appropriate holding structure to this optical element.

- Even if the achieved irradiance profile uniformity and acceptance an-
gle are satisfactory, an alternative improved optics shape could be
designed using the integrability condition as guiding rule, looking for
alternative source-target maps.

- The reconstruction of the POE through CMM measures found a good
agreement with the on-field performance of the optical system. How-
ever the reconstruction of the freeform surfaces can be performed with
higher accuracy using more general equations such as thin plate splines
(TPS) or non-uniform rotational basis splines (NURBS).

- The simple electrical distributed model developed found a good agree-
ment between the simulated results and the on-field measurements.
However it needs a detailed study supported by measures on 3J cells
in order to understand it’s limits.

- In order to further reduce the optics and system costs, once that the
production process of the optical components will be optimized, it will
be possible to achieve higher concentration factors with a new optics.
This goal can be achieved, for example, reducing the 3J area.
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Appendix A

Considerations about the
optimum detector
quantization and the number
of traced rays

In this Appendix is discussed the topic of the statistical errors introduced
in choosing the number of simulated rays and the disctretization of the
target. Facing the problem of setting up a ray tracing simulation such as the
one represented in figure 2.12 consists in handle two important parameters:
number of simulated rays and number of detector’s pixels.

The situation represented in figure A.1 is now described: a source gen-
erates N rays, each one perpendicular to the source, and these rays are

n x n pixel 

target 

source 

N simulated rays 

Figure A.1: A source generates N rays, which are collected by a target
composed by n×n pixel. If the rays are generated with equal probability by
each source’s point, then the number of rays collected by each pixel follows
the Bernoulli distribution.
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collected by a target made by n × n pixels. Let’s suppose also that the
source is uniform, which means that each source’s point has the same prob-
ability to generate a ray. In this situation the expected number of rays
collected by each pixel is the same, so the expected illumination profile of
the target is also uniform. The situation just presented is described through
the Bernoulli distribution: the probability that, simulating N rays, a certain
pixel collects x rays is

P (x,N) =

(
N

x

)
pxqN−x =

N !

x!(N − x)!
pxqN−x (A.1)

where p is the probability of a pixel to collect a ray and q = 1 − p. In the
situation of uniform illumination p is the same for all pixels

p =
1

n2
(A.2)

and the expected number of collected rays by each pixel is

E(x) = Np =
N

n2
(A.3)

It is well known that the variance of the Bernoulli distribution is

V ar(x) = Npq and V ar(x) = N
1

N

(
1− 1

n2

)
≈ N

n2
(A.4)

This is the variance of the number of the rays collected by a generic pixel
uniformly illuminated. The approximation is true when n is large enough.
The percentual error of the number of rays collected by a generic pixel is
then the ratio between the variance square root and the number of collected
rays

err% =

√
V ar(x)

E(x)
100 =

n√
N

√
1− 1

n2
100 ≈ n√

N
100 (A.5)

Using this equation it is possible to calculate the percentage error of the
expected number of rays collected by each pixel in the situation of uniform
illumination of a detector made by n × n pixels that is hitted by N rays.
Equation (A.5) can also be applied to a situation in which a uniform source,
that is larger than the target, generates N rays. Let’s consider the situation
represented in figure A.2, in which the source is 2× 2 times the target. The
number of rays collected by the target is then N/n2 = N/4 and its percent-
age error is described by equation (A.5). In order to test such equation the
ray tracing simulation of figure 2.12 is analyzed. A source that is 2×2 times
wider than the front glass surface is considered and a number N of 106 rays
is simulated. The expected number of rays collected by the target is then
2.5·105 while the expected incident power is, according to figure 2.12, 14.7W.
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Figure A.2: Left: a uniform source generates N rays. The source is 2 × 2
times wider respect to the target. Right: the blue histogram represents the
number of rays collected by the target while the violet histogram represents
the distribution of the power collected by the target. Both histograms are
normalized to their average values. Black curve represents the normalized
Bernoulli distribution with N = 106 and n = 2.

In this case, due to the small number of soruce’s pixels, it is mandatory to

use the un-approximated equation, so err% = 2√
106

√
1− 1

22
100 = 0.173%.

The figure A.2 represents the distribution of the number of rays collected
by the target (blue histogram) and the distribution of the power collected
by the target (violet histogram). Both histograms are normalized to their
average value and their standard deviations are both 0.178%. Figure A.2
shows also the comparison of the simulated histograms with the Bernoulli
distribution, which variance is 0.173%. The agreement between the stan-
dard deviations is good, so it has been proved that equation (A.5) is correct
for the number of collected rays as well as the power collected by the target.
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Appendix B

Optical elements drawings

This appendix contains some additional data about the mechanical dimen-
sions of the primary and secondary optical elements.
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Figure B.1: SOE drawing.
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Appendix C

3J electrical distributed
model

This appendix gives some additional information about the 3J electrical
distributed model presented in section 5.2.

C.1 Distributed model

The main equation that governs the 3J solar cell electrical behavior is

I = Iph − I0

[
e
V+IRs
nkbT/q − 1

]
− V + IRs

Rsh
(C.1)

where I is the current that flows into a load connected to the cell, Iph is
the photovoltaic current, I0 is the reverse saturation current, V is the load
voltage, Rs is the parasitic series resistance, n is the diode ideality factor,
kb is the Boltzmann constant, T is the cell temperature, q is the elementary
charge, and Rsh is the parasitic shunt resistance. The first assumption made
was that for this 3J cell model the last term is negligible, which means that
the parasitic shunt resistance is large enough to drop the last term. The
simulation of the electrical distributed model was performed with Matlab®

and Simulink®. The latter tool is in particular a software which already
contains several pre-defined electrical solar cell models. The model adopted
for the simulation of the distributed 3J cell requires the definition of the
following parameters

- standard irradiance (Irr0): 900W/m2 [74];

- Isc std. irrad. (Iph0): 2.08A [75];

- Voc std. irrad.: V TOP
oc = 1.59V, VMID

oc = 1.20V, V BOT
oc = 0.42V [38];

- standard cell temperature (Tref ): 25� [74];
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- energy-gap at 25�: ETOPg = 1.79eV, EMID
g = 1.39eV, EBOTg =

0.68eV [85].

Equation (C.1) depends also by the following equations. The short-
circuit current has a linear dependency respect to the input irradiance Irr

Iph = Iph0
Irr

Irr0
(C.2)

and it also depends by the cell temperature T

Iph(T ) = Iph

[
1 +

αIphA

Iph
(T − Tref )

]
(C.3)

where αIph = 4.7mA/cm2Iph [75] and A = 30.25mm2 is the 3J area. The
inverse saturation current depends by the temperature

I0(T ) = I0

(
T

Tref

)αI0
n

e
Eg

(
T

Tref
−1

)
/nkBT/q (C.4)

where αI0 = 3 + γ/2 (γ = 7) [85], and n is the diode ideality factor. The
latter parameter also depends by the concentration factor [86], and according
to Ref. [87] table C.1 summarizes the chosen values.

conc nTOPInGaP nMID
InGaAs nBOTGe

1 2.00 2.00 1.00
10 1.75 1.50 1.00
50 1.20 1.40 1.00
100 1.20 1.20 1.00
500 1.00 1.00 1.00

Table C.1: Ideality factor values for various concentration factors (1sun =
0.09W/cm2). The intermediate n values were obtained through a linear
interpolation.

Starting from these equations and assumptions the model was tested in
the hypothesis that the illumination profile was uniform. The distributed
model was then tested assuming that all the TOP (as well as MIDDLE
and BOTTOM) sub-junctions received the same radiative flux. The model
was tested for various concentration factors and for various cell temperature
in order to simulate CSTC (25�) and CSOC (65�). The results are sum-
marized in figure C.2 and their comparison with measurements reported in
literature [75] [86] makes the model acceptable. With this model the max-
imum efficiency in CSTC is 39% and is expected for a concentration factor
close to 200− 300×.
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Figure C.1: Equivalent electrical circuit of the 3J cell that has been modeled
with 13× 13 pixels. The figure shows a row of pixels along one finger.
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Figure C.2: The graphs summarize the results of the 3J electrical distributed
model for constant irradiance profiles. The simulations were performed for
various cell temperatures (25� and 65�) and for various concentrations
factors.
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Figure C.3: Cross section of a 3J cell that highlights in particular the front
metal grid electrical contacts

C.2 Equivalent series resistance

Let’s consider the electrical circuit shown in figure C.3. A 3J cell generates
the current density J and has front and back electrical contacts. These
contacts introduce series resistances that must be included in equation 5.3.
In this configuration the back electrical contact has a negligible series resis-
tance and only the finger parasitic resistance is considered. Let’s suppose
that the finger grid has resistance Rfinger and is in contact with the TOP
p-n junction for all it’s length L. The series resistance is then the average
value of all the parallel resistances R//

R// =

(
1

Rx
+

1

Rfinger −Rx

)−1

(C.5)

where Rx is represented in figure C.3. The equivalent series resistance is
then

Req =
1

L

∫ L

0
R// dx =

1

L

∫ L

0

Rx (Rfinger −Rx)

Rfinger
dx =

=
1

L

∫ L

0

ρx (ρL− ρx)

ρL
dx =

Rfinger

6

(C.6)

where ρ is the linear resistivity, Rx = ρx and Rfinger = ρL. In addition
to equations (C.1)-(C.4) Req is temperature dependent according to this
equation

Req(T ) = Req
[
1 + αReq (T − Tref )

]
(C.7)

where αReq = 4.29 ·10−3�−1 [88] is the temperature coefficient of aluminum
resistivity.
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